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President’s 
Message 
 
YAEL CASS 
PRESIDENT 

W hat an incredible year we all had in 2017.  So 
many milestones reached – and new plans 

for 2018 in train. 

This report is a summary of what we have all achieved over 

the last year and gives credit to the magnificent contribution 

of our staff, Board members and volunteers who helped 

make it all happen. 

PRIORITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2017 

1. Community Programs 

In 2017, we continued to build the membership of our 

community and to provide a diverse range of services for 

community members.  A primary goal of the ACTJC is to 

further education for children, youth and adults and to 

enhance member engagement, especially of young people 

and families.  To that end, we have strengthened or 

established the following major programs: 

Adult Education:  The ACTJC has offered regular adult 

education programming throughout the year including 

multiple courses a semester addressing Jewish texts, culture 

and history.  This has been enhanced by our regular 

Lunch’n’Lecture series, by our ambitious Limmud Shavuot 

program which in 2017 brought in speakers and attendance 

of over 120 people from across the region and interstate.  

Working with our affiliate organisations such as the NCJWA 

Canberra chapter, the Australian Jewish Historical Society 

and the ACT Zionist Council we have been able to enhance 

the offering of guest speakers and scholars.  In 2017, we 

held our inaugural joint Yom Hashoah Memorial Service with 

the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies that enabled us to 

welcome Morris Gleitzman to speak to a large audience 

about his creative work to commemorate the Holocaust.    

We hope to continue this partnership with the JBD in 2018.   

Young Adult Education and Engagement:  Strategic 

partnerships with organisations such as Moishe House 

Without Walls has seen continued growth in engagement 

with young adults.  Rabbi Meltzer and our first cohort of 

shlichim, Raz and Rotem, were instrumental in ensuring that 

young adults in our community, both on campus in the ACT 

and new entrants to the workforce, are actively engaged. We 

held dinners, celebrations and a weekend coast trip 

specifically for young adults.  We celebrated one wedding, 

one engagement and several brit milah and baby naming 

services for young families in our community. 

Youth Education:  2017 has seen further engagement 

with our youth aged post bat and bar mitzvah, with two of 

our teenagers graduating from being participants, to being 

madrichim in our youth movement.  We have a strong 

cohort of madrichim drawing from multiple Jewish youth 

movements who take an active role in running programs 

with our children, including running our inaugural Jewish 

Youth movement camp for around 25 children outside of 

Canberra.  We have continued to provide a tween and teen 

fortnightly program with our shlichim as leaders. 

Child and Youth Education:  Our flagship child education 

program has been driven by our shlichim and delivers an 

extensive education program for nearly 40 school age 

children through a Sunday cheder program and after-school 

programs delivered in members’ houses. We hold a monthly 

Tot Shabbat program; and a weekly youth movement 

program as a pluralist movement, Canberra Tnua Tzionit/

Canberra Zionist Youth (CaTZ), under the auspices of the 

Australian Zionist youth Council.  Our CaTZ movement has 

built strong relationships with national youth movements 

including Hineni, Netzer, Bnei Akiva and Habonim Dror.  

More than 100 youth and teen education classes and 26 

youth movement activities have been provided in the year to 

end 2017. 

Professional leadership: We have been privileged to 

have the support and creativity of Rabbi Alon Meltzer to help 

drive the growth of our community programming and 

services over the last three and a half years.  R Meltzer and 

Linsay have become integral to our communal activity and 

leadership, working closely with our Board members and 

volunteers to maintain a hectic schedule of activity over the 

year.  We are immensely grateful to the contribution of this 

remarkable couple and wish them both all the best for their 

next engagement in Sydney from 2018 when R Meltzer 

commences work with the Shalom Institute.  The Board has 

run a communal consultation process to inform our 

recruitment process for the next Rabbi of the ACTJC.       
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More information is provided in this edition of Hamerkaz. 

ACTJC BUILDING PROJECT AND CAPITAL 
CAMPAIGN 

Our 2016 Capital Campaign was successful and has allowed 

our community to proceed with a two-stage construction 

process to expand the National Jewish Memorial Centre 

over 2017 and 2018. 

The first stage you can see in progress now entails building 

a perimeter security fence and rebuilding the current main 

wing of the Centre.  The second stage entails construction 

of the new wing, office space and additional meeting and 

classrooms for our local membership and to provide a 

national facility for the Jewish community. 

A security consultancy firm, recommended by the CJCS and 

CSG Sydney, has worked closely with our architects and the 

Building Committee to produce a design which meets 

security requirements for Jewish communal facilities.  We 

have engaged a project manager, XACT, to assist with 

review and coordination of the development of tender 

specifications and detailed building plans, assessment of 

tenders for each stage of construction 

of the new facility and strategies for 

costs management and reduction.   

Detailed plans and specifications for the 

new wing of the National Jewish Centre 

are being finalised.  Work has also 

progressed on options for development 

of an Australian Jewish War Memorial 

as part of the redevelopment of the 

National Jewish Memorial Centre.  This 

is intended to be a ceremonial space for 

events such as Anzac Day to honour 

Jewish military personnel killed in all 

wars with an Honour Roll to be 

developed in consultation with ACTJC 

members, and stakeholders such as 

FAJEX and VAJEX.   

Work was also completed in 2017 on a 

broader site strategic plan, as a living 

document, to clarify short and medium-

term potential use of the broader land area held by the 

ACTJC under our concessional lease.  This site strategic plan 

was discussed at our Special General Meeting last year and 

sets out potential priorities for additional use of our land 

beyond the current development of the National Jewish 

Memorial Centre which accord with the terms of our lease. 

GOVERNANCE AND ENGAGEMENT WITH 
NATIONAL JEWISH ORGANISATIONS 

A third priority of the ACTJC Board over 2017 was to 

strengthen the governance of our community and to 

enhance our engagement with national Jewish 

organisations. 

In 2017 we reviewed and revised our ACTJC Security Policy 

to set out the procedures and guidelines to maximise the 

level of security provided for members and guests of the 

ACTJC when visiting and using the services of the National 

Jewish Memorial Centre.  Our Security Committee, ably led 

by Robert Cussel, has been active in ensuring we have full 

security cover by volunteers for all major communal events 

and religious services.  My immense thanks to Robert and 

his team for their efforts on this project. 

In 2017 we were granted DGR status by the ATO for our 

combined Library, Museum and Art Gallery (CLMA) fund, in 

addition to the existing Canberra Jewish Education Building 

Fund.  The CLMA status recognises the facility and services 

we provide to the public to enable access to our library 

collection, and to display our cultural artefacts as a museum 

of Judaica and art gallery.  Our library comprises several 

hundred books covering historical, cultural and religious 

material on Judaism and the Jewish people.  The art gallery 

contains works of a varied genre including pieces depicting 

Jewish themes or of Israel as well as pieces of sculpture and 

craft.  Our museum holdings comprise torah scrolls, 

religious artefacts and nationally significant items of Judaica 

gifted by the Commonwealth of Australia.  Our cultural 

collections provide visitors with an overview of the history 

of the Jewish community in Canberra, the history of the 

National Jewish Memorial Centre itself, 

and an introduction to Judaism. 

We also developed and endorsed a 

CLMA Collection and Acquisition Policy 

that sets the framework for 

development, management and 

acquisition of resources for our library, 

museum and art gallery.  We have 

established a dedicated Collection 

Committee with professional and skilled 

volunteers who assist with maintaining 

and cataloguing our collection.  Our 

collection is open to and accessed by 

the public.  We have developed and 

endorsed a Visitors Policy for ensuring 

public access to our cultural collections 

supervised by our staff and volunteer 

guides.    

Pre-booked tours for special interest 

groups and schools are available.  This 

development has been a labour of love by an extremely 

hardy band of volunteers.  My huge thanks for their efforts 

and achievements. 

Over last year we were very pleased to host annual forums 

for several national Jewish Organisations.  In June 2017, the 

ACTJC hosted the Plenary meeting of the National Council of 

Jewish Women of Australia.  We were delighted to welcome 

Jewish women from across Australia, to congratulate the 

new Board of Directors of National Council and to provide a 

Plenary gala dinner.  The dinner took place in the Centre’s 

Dr Fanny Reading Auditorium, named in honour of NCJWA’s 

founder to acknowledge the contribution by NCJWA to the 

building of the Centre in 1971. 

In September 2017 we hosted the 90th Anniversary Plenary 

Conference of the ZFA over two days.  This Conference 

enabled members of the ZFA from most States and 

Territories to discuss reports from key ZFA Office Bearers to 

“So many 

milestones 

reached – and 

new plans for 

2018 in train”. 
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reflect upon the Israel programs, the Russian programs, the 

youth movement support and the international advocacy 

undertaken by the ZFA.   

The ACTJC Anzac Centenary Committee has been active in 2017 

in progressing the concept for an Australian Jewish War 

Memorial as an integrated feature of our Ben Gurion Garden.  

Design work has been advanced for an Honour roll wall, 

lighting and landscaping including a ceremonial area to honour 

Jewish military personnel killed in all wars. The Committee is 

currently finalising plans to hold an ANZAC Centenary 

Remembrance service on Sunday 12 August 2018 to 

commemorate the centenary of Sir John Monash’s knighthood 

and the dedication of the Australian Jewish War Memorial. 

THANK YOU 

My thanks go to the dedicated members of the ACTJC Board.  

Each member of the Board has volunteered their time, skills 

and commitment to ensure that a huge work program was 

delivered over 2017.  We are lucky to have benefitted from the 

passion, skills and contribution of our remarkable Board 

members and volunteers.  

Thanks also to our professional staff in the ACTJC office. This 

includes: the marvellous Vicki and Alice who run our office like 

clockwork, to Arava for her tremendous assistance with our 

Jewish Care support, to our first cohort of shlichim, Raz and 

Rotem and to our next partnership team of Hillel and Almog, 

and to all our community volunteers who step up to serve our 

community.  The energy and input of all our volunteers and 

staff are essential to the success of the ACTJC.   
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I 
t is bittersweet to write this final message to 
the ACT Jewish Community. Although you will 
receive this after our departure, I hope you will 

understand the significance each of you holds for 
us. 

The past three and a half years have been a whirlwind. They 

have been exciting, adventurous, innovative, inspiring, 

engaging, and informing. 

We have been on an extremely interesting ride, all of us, 

together as a community, from when we arrived in the 

middle of 2014’s winter, with a two week old Ella, to now, 

with three beautiful children that have seen this community 

as their second home.  

The ACT Jewish Community is at an exciting stage with the 

commencement of our building project. But it has not only 

been the physical elements that have focussed my attention 

as your Rabbi – for me, the growth and development of 

hearts, minds, and spirits, was far more compelling. 

I shared at my farewell, that for me the greatest pleasure 

has been doing a hard day’s work, and coming in the next 

morning seeing the fruits of my labour right appear right in 

front of me. 

Our educational programs, from our youngest children, to 

our oldest adults, has provided people with opportunities to 

explore our rich heritage of texts, culture, ideas and 

ideologies. We have engaged people across a wide platform 

of learning programs, with multiple entry points. We have 

offered experiences for all ages through various mediums. 

For me as an educator, it has been most rewarding, seeing 

people elated at discovering something new, but more so, 

having the ability to learn and grow myself. 

Our social programs have widened, and we have been able 

to enjoy each other’s company at so many different events 

and offerings. Whether under the succah, or in a movie 

theatre, or with a band, or in a lecture. We have been so very 

fortunate to have such a wide array of opportunities to come 

together and socialise. 

Our children are more active, with our teens being the jewel 

in the crown. Their parents are more active, we are seeing 

greater involvement across a wider pool of people. 

We have created a legacy offering through our Museum and 

Library, one that has already introduced over 1400 people to 

Judaism, and our Library is an incredible resource for our 

membership. 

Our students are strong on campus, our post high schoolers 

are attending Israel programs, our madrichim are running 

our Youth Movement. We have a strong pastoral care 

committee, and we have reached out to so many people in 

their times of need. 

Of course, there is much more to do, so many more people 

to reach, so many events and programs to organise. While I 

won’t be here to engage with them, I sincerely anticipate 

seeing the very best coming out of Canberra. 

I thank Robert Cussel for inviting me to come visit and fall in 

love with Canberra, I thank Yael our current president for 

her incredible leadership, I thank all the board members 

past and present who I have had the privilege to work with, 

and I thank our Shlichim and office staff past and present for 

their commitment to our community. 

Finally, I thank all of you for the relationship that we have 

been able to establish, and for your support and friendship. 

Signing out for the final time, 

From the Rabbi’s 
Desk 
 
RABBI ALON MELTZER 
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Farewell to the 
Meltzers 
 

YAEL CASS 
 

O 
n Sunday 3 December 2017, our community 
held a cocktail party to celebrate our Rabbi, 
his family and our community.  Not just to 

celebrate our Rabbi – but to farewell a good friend.  
This is the farewell speech and vote of thanks that I 
gave on that occasion: 

To start with an apt cooking theme.  If Alon Meltzer was a 

spice - what would he be?  Ginger, nutmeg, wasabi or cumin 

perhaps?  Something stimulating and complex.  A spice which 

adds depth, substance and warmth to a dish. 

If he was meal what would he be?  A full three course feast 

made from scratch – with homemade beer, house-smoked 

meat or fish, and bagels made the proper way with potato 

flour, boiled and baked. 

I know that is probably enough with the cooking analogy – but 

it sets a theme for this speech.  Alon Meltzer is man who 

works from first principles, with raw ingredients, and creates 

complex, demanding, stimulating and satisfying creations. 

He has done the same thing with our community.   

Like ginger and wasabi – he has stimulated our community.  

He has taken our home-grown Shavuot celebration, as one 

example, and built it into a regional feature of the Limmud 

circuit with speakers and guests joining us from overseas and 

interstate.  He has created a program which brings together 

people interested in Kabbalah, in Judaism and meditation, in 

human rights, in art and craft, in youth programs, in Arab/

Israeli politics and in theatre sports - to learn, talk, debate, eat 

and build deep connections with their Judaism. 

Like preparing a three-course meal from scratch – he has 

taken the challenge of creating our library, museum and art 

gallery to gain tax deductible status with the ATO and, with a 

band of incredible expert volunteers from this community, 

has achieved a feature which is an attraction and a lasting 

public institution for the entire public. 

On Tuesday the 25th of November 2014, the ACT Jewish 

Community celebrated the inauguration of our first salaried 

Rabbi.  This event was officiated by the Chief Rabbi of the 

United Hebrew Congregations of the Commonwealth, Rabbi 

Ephraim Mirvis.  Rabbi Meltzer joined our community in July 

2014 and in the last three and half years we have gone from 

strength to strength.  We are now in a position where there is 

no going back.  We have cemented the notion of having a 

Rabbi as the professional educator and program manager for 

our community - as an expectation. 
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This change in expectation and community perception, after 

starting off the exercise as a two-year tentative experiment, 

is a testament to Alon Meltzer - and to this unique, open 

minded and slightly rebellious community. 

We found a man who is a genuine Renaissance Man.  I know 

this term, which heralds from the 15th century Italian 

concept of Renaissance humanism, may seems at odds with 

a description of a Rabbi.  But it is a school of thought which 

best describes Alon.  It is a school which argued that man 

must understand the universe, that people are limitless in 

their capacity for learning and development, and that 

people must embrace knowledge and develop their 

capacities as fully as possible. 

He has employed this approach with the ACT Jewish 

community.  From our cheder and youth movement, to our 

young adult engagement, to adult education, to our Capital 

Appeal, our telethons to make contact with every member 

of the community in person, to bringing shlichim to our 

community, and to grand events at Parliament House and 

with the diplomatic community. 

This is a man who has stimulated our community to 

embrace knowledge, to be committed to religious and 

communal endeavours and to take action. 

Anyone who has joined us for a Shabbat service in the 

Orthodox shul, or for a joint Kiddush or celebration with the 

Progressive congregation – and has seen Alon effortlessly 

sweep up one of his children who has been tugging at his 

tallis, and continue with a learned drosha on the weeks 

reading or a careful reflection on the attributes of a bah or 

bat mitzvah boy or girl – knows that this a genuine 

Renaissance Man. 

This is a man who will raise turkeys in his back yard, despite 

the predation of our local foxes, to have a roast Turkey for a 

special occasion.  This is a man who will lead a service for 

our community then walk a gaggle of community members 

and guests home for a Shabbat meal, nearly every week, 

which he and Linsay have lovingly prepared.  This is a man 

who will lead us in Yom Kippur, and after a day of fasting, 

will hop in the car to support Linsay present her work at a 

FashionFest event.  This is a man who will stand on a 

bookshelf and play air guitar to bring joy and humour to our 

religious celebrations. 

Thank you Alon for what you have done with our 

community over the last few years – and for the legacy you 

leave behind.  You have brought new members into our 

community, you have galvanised existing members into 

being active volunteers, you have built our reputation and 

credibility with the national Jewish and political community.  

You have done so while being responsive to the diversity of 

our community, by bringing grand new ideas and 

innovation into our community, and by becoming a close 

friend to many of us.  We sincerely thank you for all of your 

efforts over the last three and half years. 

Thank you Linsay for being a warm and steady part of our 

community and for being a calm friend to so many of us.  

We have loved getting to know your beautiful girls and your 

broader family. And I know that we will stay friends for 

many years to come. 
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The Community’s Farewell Gift  
to the Meltzer Family 
 
MERRILYN SERNACK 

O 
n 3 December 2017 the community held a 
cocktail party to say good bye to Rabbi and 
Rebbetzin Meltzer and to present them 

with a painting by a local artist, Valentyna Crane, 
as a farewell gift. 

The painting, Spring time in the Australian Capital Territory - 

View over Canberra from the Red Hill, was commissioned by 

Veronica Leydman on behalf of the Board in response to 

Rabbi Meltzer’s interest in Valentyna’s work. 

We asked for a Canberra panorama that would include the 

National Jewish Memorial Centre, and for the painting to 

depict Canberra in Spring. 

Valentyna purchased the canvas for the painting on Friday 3 

November and commenced painting the work on Monday 6 

November.  She provided Veronica with successive viewings 

of the painting as a work in progress thereafter.  

We were very fortunate to have Valentyna present at the 

cocktail party on Sunday 3 December to unveil the painting 

for presentation by our President, Yael Cass, to Rabbi and 

Rebbetzin Meltzer. 

Valentyna has a particular interest in the Canberra seasons 

and they are featured in her upcoming exhibition at the 

National Arboretum from 18 January to 19 February 2018. 

For more information about Valentyna’s Arboretum 

exhibition, art calendars 2018, and how to commission a 

painting, go to www.valcrane.com. 

ABOVE:  Spring time in the Australian Capital Territory - View over Canberra from the Red Hill by Valentyna Crane. 

http://www.valcrane.com
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Building an Empire:  
Rabbi Meltzer’s Last 
Sermon to the 
Community 
 
RABBI ALON MELTZER 
 

O 
ver the past three and a half years we 
have been through a lot together. Many 
good things, some not so good. You will 

note that I am now wearing glasses, my 
optometrist has told me that I have to wear 
these full time, too much time pouring over 
emails each day. You have probably seen that 
my hair has slightly thinned, and that I have 
small spots where grey hairs are starting to 
come in, my dermatologist, who I am making up, 
has said it is from too many long nights writing 
sermons and classes, not allowing my follicles to 
recuperate from the winter frost. And I think if I 
went to see my hepatologist would tell me that 
my liver has suffered from the Shabbat morning 
whiskey club. 

But despite my eyes, hair, and liver, I look back at the past 

three and a half years with great fondness, many new 

ideas, and a sense of satisfaction that can only come from 

leading a community such as this. One that creates and 

innovates on a daily basis, one that punches above its 

weight with resounding success, and one that bridges the 

all too common divide across Jewish communities, by 

uniting ideals and ideas under one very broad tent. 

 
I believe it was one of our founders, Ron Mendelsohn, who 

said that the community was waiting until one day it had 

the resources to have both an Orthodox and Progressive 

Rabbi, until that point we will just continue. While I agree 

with him that it would be an amazing thing to have both an 

Orthodox and Progressive Rabbi, I am glad that the 

community did not heed his words to closely, and while 

that was the mantra of some, I am glad that the 

community realized the need in 2014 to change the status 

quo, first looking at an educator, and then finding that its 

goals and ambitions could be fulfilled through Rabbinic 

leadership. 

Our Parasha this morning opens with the famous dreams 

of Pharaoh. Seven thin cows swallowing seven fat cows, 

seven full ears of wheat, seven scrawny lackluster ears of 

wheat. Two dreams that meant the same thing. Success, 

and then poverty, but with the right person at the helm, 

the poverty will not be felt, the strength of the success will  

 

 

give relief to the poverty. And thus Pharaoh appoints 

Joseph to lead the nation. 

Bereshit 41:39-40 

Joseph is given absolute power, he is second to the king 
only in name, and through his power, his ability to discern 
the situation at hand, he is able to build and command an 
empire. 

The Torah tells us that he travelled the width and breadth 

of the land, directing the construction of grain houses, 

collection, and ultimately dissemination. He creates a long 

term strategic plan, that when implemented, moved the 

country from being reactionary, to being proactive. 

It is an impressive narrative; the entire enterprise of Egypt 

was poised to go one of either two ways; to succeed 

completely, or malnourished on the path of fading away. 

Joseph is successful because he looks at the full picture, he 

realised that the people not only needed food during the 

bad times, but they needed to be reassured that their 

seven years of success, of toiling the land and reaping the 

harvests, were going to be paid back to them. Store houses 

were built in each city, whereby local farmers could see 

their grains being stored for their local community, those 

same storehouses were opened up to the public to see 

that they were full, ensuring that the community could see 

that they were going to be fed from their grain.  

Next week we will read the people of Egypt became so 

desperate for support that they were willing to be 

enslaved, yet Yosef only takes control of their land, 

reversing the perpetual leaseholder rights whereby the 

people took 80% and Pharaoh took only 20%, allowing a 

glimmer of hope that whether in times of famine or feast, 

the workers will be supported.  

Even the transference of the population which we will read 

about, and at first glance sounds dystopian, has within it 

serious positive overtones.   Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch 

notes how, despite the inherent destabilizing nature of this 

forced population move, Joseph once again attempted to 

salvage the human dimension.  But Joseph's wisdom 

tempered the edict by arranging that the residents who 

had always lived together remained together and found 

themselves still together with their friends but only in a 

fresh environment.  So that the old social and communal 

conditions remained the same. His aim would seem to 

So Pharaoh said to Joseph, 
“Since God has made all 
this known to you, there is 
none so discerning and 
wise as you. 

ף  ְרֹע֙ה ֶאל־יֹוס ֵ֔ אֶמר פַּ ֹֹּ֤ י
ים  ִ֛ יעַּ ֱאֹלה  ִ֧ י הֹוד  ֵ֨ ֲחר  אַּ
את  ֹֹ֑ ל־ז אֹוְתךָ֖ ֶאת־כָּ

ֽמֹוך׃ ָ֖ם כָּ כָּ ֥בֹון ְוחָּ ין־נָּ  א 

You shall be in charge of 
my court, and by your 
command shall all my 
people be directed; only 
with respect to the throne 
shall I be superior to you.” 

י  ית ֵ֔ ל־ב  ְהֶיֶ֣ה עַּ ֙ה ת  תָּ אַּ
י  ֹ֑ מ  ל־עַּ ק כָּ ֶ֣ שַּ יך י  ָ֖ ל־פ  ְועַּ
׃ ךָּ ֶמֽ ל מ  ֥ א ֶאְגדַּ ָ֖ ס  כ  ק הַּ ֥  רַּ
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have been the retention of human dignity amidst the 

difficult but necessary measures taken to ensure stability. 

Yosef was a big picture thinker, and thus was able to build 

an empire.  

This community is also a big picture thinker. And while we 

do not have a leader with absolute power, nor a famine to 

contend with, or the potential of revolt and uprising 

needing to be dealt with, we have marks of our collective 

successes that we should be incredibly proud of. 

I emphasise our collective successes, rather than personal 

successes, for while I am proud of my personal projects 

coming to fruition, they are nothing in comparison to what 

has been done, and will continue to be achieved, by the 

community members, for the community members. 

Friends, the past three and a half years have seen; 

 672 different events, classes, and programs run within 

our community 

 Over 50 new member units join our community, many 

of them in their early careers, or young families 

 Over 200 different individuals attend adult education 

 Over 70 different children attend our youth education 

programs 

 We have built a youth movement 

 We have established a Gemach fund which has 

delivered thousands of dollars to those in need, and we 

recently established an Israel Grants Program to assist 

our young members to go on Israel programs 

 We have celebrated 3 brits, 4 baby girl namings, 9 Bar 

Mitzvahs, 5 Bat Mitzvahs, 2 cohorts of our Matan 

Program of 15 girls, 2 engagements, and 1 wedding 

 We have raised $3.4 million, in addition to the $1 

million raised from various Kol Nidrei Appeals etc, to 

realise our building dreams 

 We have raised over $1m for educational programs 

 We have had 6 different shlichim or interim shlichim 

 We have engaged with 6 different embassies on a 

regular basis 

 We have networked into the international Limmud 

Community 

 We have engaged with nearly every member in our 

Legislative Assembly and our Federal Parliament 

 We have been represented at numerous local, national, 

and international programs 

Ultimately we have grown in numerous ways, transforming 

who we are and what we do, and we have done that 

together as a collective. 

I shared the following at my inauguration; We must 

reframe our position, we are a local community, serving 

our members, each and every one of you, serving our local 

area, those engaged and those not yet engaged, but we 

also serve those for whom this centre was dedicated; those 

who are no longer with us and whose memories survive in 

our bricks and mortar, those who represent us, elected 

officials, lay leaders and brethren around the country who 

look to us as an ohr l’goyim, a light unto the nations, as 

God destined for us, millennia ago. 

We have done this together, we have ensured the success 

of this community for many years to come, because just 

like Yosef and Egypt, we have worked together, we have 

troubleshooted the issues, we have built upon our strong 

and rich framework, and we have created something 

together that is fresh, new and modernized. We have done 

that as a whole community, we have done that as a young 

adult community, we have done that as a young family 

community, as a seniors community, we have done it as an 

Orthodox community, and we have done it as a Progressive 

community; we have built, we have grown and we have 

transformed, and I thank you for it. 

I thank you for allowing me to serve you, to teach you, to 

learn from you, to engage with you, to befriend you, to care 

for you, and be cared by you. I thank those who have 

stepped up these past three and a half years, I thank the 

volunteers of events and programs, the attendees of 

classes, the board members, the yes sayers and the 

naysayers. I thank those who have contributes, who have 

critiqued, who have listened, and who have spoken. Those 

who have taught our cheder, those who have led our youth 

movements, who have prepared our kiddushim, who have 

protected us, who have eaten by us, and who have invited 

us into their homes. 

We could not have done with without a collective approach, 

without the dedication of all of you.  

I know that it has not always been easy, that I have made 

mistakes, and that there were times when I ran too fast 

ahead. I have learnt both in breadth and depth from all of 

you, and I both apologise to anyone who I have wronged, 

but also thank those who came back, corrected me, and 

allowed us both to move on and grow together. 

I thank you for your big tent ideals, waking me up to the 

necessary paths for our Jewish community, and I thank you 

for your small town feel – where everyone is family. 

Finally, I want to thank Linsay and the girls for coming on 

this journey with me, and giving it your all – you have been 

part of the collective, but you have inspired so much of 

what I have set out to achieve. 

So yes, I have glasses, grey hairs, a bald spot, they may 

seem bad, but I wouldn’t trade them for anything, if it 

meant not having this experience, and going on this 

journey with you. 

So for the last time at the end of a sermon as your Rabbi, 

Shabbat Shalom. 
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Shoah-yiskor-shema 

I always wondered why some people stand for the whole of 

the Shema and some sit. I did not realise initially that many 

before me had been curious about this topic. As recounted 

in the Talmud (Berachot 10b-11a) it was even a point of 

debate between Yeshivot Bait Hillel and Bait Shammai more 

than 2000 years ago.  When considering the commandment 

within the Shema to say the Shema “when thou liest down 

and when thou risest up”, Shammai’s interpretation was that 

one should stand in the morning and recline at night while 

Hillel’s was that one could choose whether to stand or sit.   

Today, Halakhah, as followed by the Orthodox, uses Hillel’s 

interpretation and it is generally accepted that whether one 

stands or sits to recite the Shema is more a matter of the 

tradition of the community and personal circumstance 

rather than something that has a concrete answer, as 

suggested by Shammai. 

On a trip to Poland a while ago I had cause to think about 

how we decide to observe traditions so they have meaning 

for us. 

In the town of Oswiecim in Poland the husk of the Auschwitz

-Birkenau concentration camp still stands. The undressing 

rooms, gas chambers and crematoria were blown up with 

explosives by the S.S. at the end of the war to try to hide the 

Nazi’s crimes. Only the footprint of these buildings remains, 

burnt and recessed into the ground, like an open mass 

grave. 

 

Walking between the non-existent chambers it is not hard to 

convince yourself that you can hear the roaring sound of 

Shema. Innocent, naked and terrified but still clutching to 

each other and their faith, Jews showed their defiance in the 

final moments of their lives by reciting this ancient 

prayer. As the cyanide pellets fell through the vents in the 

ceiling and walls, many used their last breath to pronounce 

faith in God and commitment to Judaism. 

At Auschwitz and the other killing centres; Belzec, Chelmno, 

Sobibor and Treblinka, these Jews had no choice as to how 

to observe their last Shema. The S.S. would force them into 

“the showers” with their arms raised above their head so 

that the largest amount of people could be crowded into the 

gas chamber. This way when the pellets fell and reacted with 

the water and heat the cyanide gas would suffocate them 

much faster. There was no room to sit or even fall. Those 

that proclaimed their faith did so standing. They knew what 

was awaiting them but they never forgot who they are and 

where they came from.  

So, although we have the freedom to observe the Shema 

sitting or standing, in the memory of those who perished 

in Auschwitz and to honour the strength of their 

commitment, I now always stand.  If my interpretation 

moves you, please join me. 

Hayyim ben Avraham 

Why Do We Stand for the Shema? 
 
JERZY JAGIELLO 
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I 
 am very pleased to announce that Rabbi 
Shimon Eddi and Skye (Aviva) Eddi will join our 
community as our new rabbi following Rabbi 

Meltzer’s departure.  The Eddi family will make 
the move to Canberra over the next few weeks to 
start with us on 22 January 2018. 

Rabbi Eddi is originally from New York, where he gained 

smicha, and where he met and married Skye, who hails 

from Wagga – almost a neighbour.  The Eddis have lived in 

Sydney for over ten years where they raised a family of six 

boys, now aged from 3 to 11 years.   

The Eddi family met with members of our community over 

the weekend of 8-9 December where they joined us for a 

Bat Mitzvah celebration, for an engaging discussion over 

seudah shlishit and for a Chanukah doughnut decorating 

extravaganza with our cheder kids.  He is enthusiastic about 

joining our active and diverse community. 

Rabbi Eddi is smart, sociable, practical and learned.  As well 

as rabbinic qualifications and experience, Rabbi Eddi has 

degrees in Aeronautical Science and in Accounting.  He has 

practised as an accountant in Sydney and has provided 

rabbinic services for the Dover Heights Sephardic 

Congregation, the Or Chadash congregation, Newtown 

Synagogue and the Adelaide Hebrew Congregation.  Skye 

Eddi is a high school teacher specialising in English and 

History studies. 

It is critical to the mission of the ACT Jewish Community to 

have a spiritual, educational and communal leader actively 

engaged in our key activities.  Together with our wonderful 

Shlichim, and in close cooperation with the Board, Rabbi 

Eddi will direct our children’s education and youth 

programs.  These programs have had an excellent start over  

 

the recent years and it is the Board’s goal to see them 

flourish. 

I encourage all members to make an effort to meet Rabbi 

Shimon and Skye Eddi at the various communal functions, 

to introduce yourselves and to help the Eddi family to settle 

into Canberra and into our community. 

We invite all members to join us for a Kiddush to meet and 

welcome the Eddi tribe to our community. 

To the Eddi family, a very warm welcome. 

A New Rabbi for our 
Community 
 
YAEL CASS 
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W 
hen we got married we had originally 
planned on settling down in New York, 
originally thinking it had a stronger 

Jewish community.  We were sorely disappointed 
to find that, if anything, New York’s Jewish 
community was actually too big, and that each 
group preferred to isolate itself into its own 
enclave, separate from other Jewish groups, and 
all the more so from the non-Jewish world.  This 
was not the life we had envisioned, nor did it fit 
in with our perception of what being Jewish 
should be. 

My experience has often been that Jewish communities 

view modern life and Judaism as antagonistic to one 

another, that one must be jettisoned in favour of the other 

or, at the least, kept separate from one another.  Above all, 

my belief is that Judaism must be approached through the 

lens of rationality and thoroughly incorporated into, rather 

than being separate from, modern life.  My goal is to blend 

modern understanding with ancient wisdom seamlessly 

and to show that being a good Jew and a good Australian 

(and a good citizen of the wider global community) are not 

contradictory, but complementary. 

So, after spending the first year of our marriage in New 

York, we came to our senses and moved to Australia 

(moved back, in my wife’s case) and have been living in 

Sydney for the past twelve years now, during which time we 

have grown from two to a family of eight. 

The boys are Immanuel (11), Zevulun (10), Amram (8), 

Itamar (7), Benaya (5), and Mattityahu (4).  Above all we are 

amazed at how different they all are: Benaya is quiet and 

contemplative, while Zevulun is a born performer who is 

never far from the stage.  Zevulun and Amram are both 

hockey fans, while Immanuel prefers to play flute in the 

band.  Itamar always tells us he loves everyone in the whole 

wide world, and Mattityahu… well, he just gets into 

everything…. 

Our family greatly enjoyed our visit to Canberra this past 

December.  We met many wonderful people (far too many 

to remember everyone’s name, so do forgive us if we need 

the occasional reminder) and the children made new 

friends very quickly.  In addition to being humbled by the 

opportunity granted to me to lead and to serve in a rabbinic 

capacity, as a family we are enthusiastically looking forward 

to being part of the vibrant and welcoming ACT Jewish 

Community. 

Introducing the  
Eddi Family 
 
RABBI SHIMON EDDI 

Back row (l to r):   Skye, Mattityahu, Shimon 

Centre row:   Amram, Zevulun, Immanuel, Itamar 

Front:   Benaya 
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T 
he bible recounts several key developments 
in the life of the Jewish people that occurred 
in seven-year phases. The lesson has been 

well learnt by the ACT Jewish Community. It is 
just about seven years ago that the Board began 
a serious look at a building development. Garry 
Sturgess played a major role in collating ideas 
and obtaining initial concepts at that time. After 
Garry and Kim Rubenstein left for Melbourne, a 
new committee undertook to pick up the project 
and to work towards a solution. 

Plans were developed by Philip Leeson and Associates, 

publicised to members and discussed within the 

Community. The plans were modified and developed to a 

point where they could go to tender. We won the right to 

hold a JCA capital appeal in 2016 which made the project 

financially feasible. 

The project is now underway and will be carried out in two 

phases. 

PHASE 1 WORKS 

In November 2016, we went to the market with a request 

for tender for the security fence and associated works. The 

tenders were returned in December 2016 and were 

analysed and compared by the project managers, Xact 

Project Consultants. The result of that process was that all 

of the cost estimates were significantly over $1m. Of the 

tenderers, one showed greater understanding of the project 

and their price was the lowest. That tenderer is Manteena 

Pty Ltd. 

On the recommendation of Xact, we entered into 

negotiations with Manteena to rework the project to bring 

the price down significantly. As that process progressed, we 

also added to the negotiations the renovations and 

development of the classroom/synagogue wing. As the two 

components were ready to proceed, there were gains to be 

made by combining them into a single contract.   

These elements together constitute Phase 1 of the building 

project. 

After much negotiation and design adjustment, a final 

contract price of $1.337m was reached and agreed to for 

the security fence and associated works, and the classroom/

synagogue wing.   

Before we could finalise the contractual agreement, the 

Building and Capital Committee of the JCA needed to be  

satisfied that the contract process was thorough, that costs 

had been minimised through a value management process, 

that the project design had not differed significantly from 

what was shown to donors, and that the contract does not 

compromise the completion of the project within available 

funds. A report was submitted to the Building and Capital 

Committee and approval obtained on 10 November 2017. 

A contract with Manteena for Phase 1 was signed on          

14 November 2017. 

Work has now commenced on site. The external works 

(security fence, sewer, water and gas lines etc) and the 

internal works (classrooms and synagogue) will proceed in 

parallel. The expected date of completion for both elements 

is March 2018. 

The classroom/synagogue wing will be upgraded. The 

sanctuary of the Orthodox synagogue will be built out from 

the northern wall with the ark and platform outside the line 

of the present building, leaving the classroom space 

unencumbered.  The sanctuary will be named in memory of 

Earle and Anne Hoffman. The synagogue space will be able 

to be used flexibly by having a reading desk on wheels and 

the mechitza made up of portable panels. 

The double-sized middle space will be the Sir John Monash 

lecture room. 

PHASE 2 WORKS 

Phase 2 of the project will encompass the construction of 

the new wing, including the Progressive prayer space. It will 

also include upgrades of the existing bathrooms and the 

existing upstairs kitchen, and the installation of a lift. 

The architects are working to complete detailed plans for 

these works to go to tender during the second quarter of 

2018. The basic design has not been changed from the 

plans circulated a year ago but the form of construction 

has. The lay-out has also been altered to reduce the service 

space in favour of operational space in the new wing. The 

bathrooms in the existing building will be modernised and 

will include showers and more effective venting. The 

existing upstairs kitchen will remain the main kitchen for 

the whole building and will be upgraded to make it more 

efficient and usable. 

Plans are also being worked on for a lift situated on the 

outside of the eastern wall. It is proposed that the lift will 

access the upper floor on the landing outside the kitchen. 

That will require a short corridor from the point of access 

on the ground floor to the lift position. This is not yet a final 

decision. The position of a lift has been an issue for many 

years and still requires agreement within the Community 

based on cost, feasibility and convenience.   

Building Report 
 

DAVID ROSALKY 
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Update on the Earle 
Hoffman Library 
 
MERRILYN SERNACK 
 

 

Our enthusiastic volunteers Leonie Webb, Peter Witting 

and Sally McDonald are making progress in cataloguing, 

labelling and maintaining our library collection. To date 

1,452 titles have been added. 

The library now has the following runs: 

 General collection 

 Serial collection (S) 

 Junior collection (J) 

 Fiction collection (F) 

 Foreign language (FRL) : at the end of General 

collection 

 Junior foreign language collection (J FRL) : at the end 

of Junior collection  

Work over the summer holiday season will involve the 

continued cataloguing of the Junior foreign language 

collection and the compilation of our documentation.  

The Library will also continue to add online links to journal 
titles of interest when free access has been identified.  See 
the Journal ‘Tradition’ available at : http://
traditionarchive.org/archives/. 
 
At the start of next year we will commence the work of 
cataloguing the Reference collection and commence 
training in the use of our catalogue for our Community. 

http://traditionarchive.org/archives/
http://traditionarchive.org/archives/
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Our First 5 Weeks  
in Australia 
 

ALMOG ZOOSMAN AND HILLEL LEHMAN 

TIME-DIFFERENCE 

The time difference between the two countries is 9 hours. 

But, the pace of life is so different here from anything else 

we’ve known. When we go out of the office every night, it 

seems like it is 3 on the morning. In Israel, if you’re hungry 

in the middle of the night and you haven’t got the energy to 

make something for yourself - AHA! Most of 

the shops or restaurants are open for your 

needs. If you do want to go out, you’ll only start 

planning your night out at around 10pm. If you 

wish to have a chat to your colleagues- 9pm 

should be fine. It is a wonderful pace of life that 

you have here. It allows you to rest like normal 

people, perhaps work in a more organised way, 

and definitely enjoy noiseless streets. But there 

is something about the loudness and craziness 

of Israeli streets that is totally in our blood. 

Therefore, if you happen to see a car with 2 

hungry people who are looking for an open 

and veggie friendly place at night- it might be 

us. 

GREEN 

You guys are so lucky to breath real oxygen 

that is not mixed with tons of pollution and 

soot. When we were told we were going to be 

on a shlichut in the Capital city of Australia with 400,000 

people living here, we imagined Tel-Aviv. Every morning, 

again and again, it is great to understand we live in a huge 

village. The closest to real nature in Netanya (Almog’s 

hometown) is the roundabouts - most of them are usually 

covered with grass. It really is wonderful to see the endless 

spaces here.   

NEWS  

In Israel we always wonder what the news in other 

countries sound like. Yes, it is indeed different. Usually 

sports and weather would get the last page in 

the newspaper in Israel. Here it will be the 

headline, and we definitely like that way of 

living. We mean – the Australian way, where 

weather, nature and sports are of a common 

and national interest, and where terror and 

security are not a main concern. 

ANIMALS OR CREATURES 

Whatever you’d prefer! Hillel may already have 

gotten used to the special relationship between 

humans and animals here, but Almog hasn’t. 

Spiders are not our favourite ones and you 

seem to live peacefully next to them. Hopefully, 

this place will help us overcome the phobia.   

COMMUNITY 

We’ve only been here for less than 2 months, 

but we already feel loved and very happy to 

have arrived at Canberra in your lovely and unique 

community. It gives us the sense of home we were hoping 

to feel on our Shlichut time. It also inspires us to see that 

although 2 Jews have 3 opinions, it is possible to have all 

these opinions under one united roof. Thank you! 

5 weeks as 
Shlichim in 
Canberra;  

5 weeks as a 
married 
couple;  

5 insights. 
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O 
n 12 September 2017 the Board 
approved a proposal from the Anzac 
Centenary Committee to host an Anzac 
Centenary Remembrance Service of   

the Australian Jewish Community on Sunday             
12 August 2018 at 1.00 pm at the National Jewish 
Memorial Centre.  

The Remembrance Service will comprise a Commemoration 

of the Centenary of Sir John Monash’s Knighthood and the 

Dedication of the Australian Jewish War Memorial. 

The Australian Jewish War Memorial will comprise a 

commemorative wall hosting an Honour Roll of the 339 

names of Jewish military personnel killed in all wars, using 

the Mark Dapin book Jewish Anzacs (to which the Australian 

Jewish Historical Society contributed) as the primary source, 

with additional scope for future names. 

Names will be presented by first name, middle initial and 

last name in alphabetical order vertically. A header will 

separate the conflicts, listed chronologically from the Boer 

War through to Afghanistan and peacekeeping. 

The concept involves a stainless steel or aluminium Honour 

Roll wall sited adjacent to and following the curve of the 

existing Ben Gurion Garden wall. Landscaping elements will 

include a footpath, low plantings, additional lighting using 

the existing cabling, a ceremonial area for three flagpoles, 

and refurbishment of the existing plantings and trees to 

provide a reflective and contemplative space to honour our 

Jewish military personnel killed in all wars.  Utilising the 

existing garden wall will also provide a ledge for the 

placement of stones as well as a site for new plantings from 

the Western Front and other battlefields (e.g. poppies, 

rosemary). 

The installation will be introduced by a feature wall hosting 

tri service emblems (with permission), a naming header 

(The Australian Jewish War Memorial) and a relevant 

sentence (e.g. from a Psalm or from Kaddish). 

Members of the Anzac Centenary Committee met onsite 

with a Landscape Architect and Building Project Manager on 

27 September to discuss the commemorative wall. A 

concept design is in train and stakeholders are being 

consulted on a campaign to obtain donor funding with a 

notional target of $80,000 for the commemorative wall. All 

donations to this project are tax deductible. Some Federal 

grant funding in hand for the Remembrance Service and 

additional Federal grant funding has been sought for the 

installation. 

Approval has been sought from the Minister for Veterans’ 

Affairs, for DVA recognition of the commemoration of the 

Monash knighthood on this year’s calendar of national 

communications.  

The Anzac Centenary Committee comprises: Merrilyn 

Sernack (Chair), David Rosalky, Adele Rosalky, Robert Cussel 

and Rabbi Alon Meltzer. Volunteers to help stage our 2018 

event are very welcome. 

Anzac Centenary Committee Report 
 

MERRILYN SERNACK 
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LAST POST CEREMONY FOR SERGEANT 
MORRIS SOLOMON AT THE AUSTRALIAN 
WAR MEMORIAL 

On Sunday 3 December 2017 Judith Eisner and members 

of her family laid a wreath beside the Pool of Reflection 

at the Australian War Memorial in honour of her uncle, 

Sergeant Morris Solomon, who died in a flying accident in 

1942, aged 23 years.  The ceremony took place in the 

Commemorative Courtyard where we heard the story of 

Sergeant Solomon’s service in the Royal Australian Air 

Force, accompanied by the piper’s lament and the Last 

Post.   Many members of the ACT Jewish Community and 

AJHS (ACT) joined Judith and her family at this moving 

ceremony.   An interesting addendum to the story of 

Sergeant Solomon’s short life was reported in The 

Canberra Times on the following day:  http://

www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/australian-airman-

morris-solomons-grave-tended-with-care-by-englishman-

raymond-batkin-20171201-gzx1x2.html 

ABOVE:  Photos courtesy of The Canberra Times. 

Dr Avril Alba 

Please note in your diaries: 

THE FIRST AJHS EVENT FOR 2018  

Wednesday, 21 February 2018 at 7:45 pm. 

A short AGM will be followed by the Earle Hoffman Memorial Lecture in 

Australian Jewish History. 

Dr Avril Alba will speak on a topic entitled ‘Transmitting the Survivor’s 

Voice: Redeveloping the Sydney Jewish Museum’ which will focus on the 

process of exhibition development, connections to Australian and human 

rights, for the permanent Holocaust exhibition at the Sydney Museum. 

Dr Alba is senior Lecturer in Holocaust Studies and Jewish Civilisation, 

Department of Hebrew, Biblical and Jewish Studies, School of Languages and 

Cultures at the University of Sydney, and is currently the Acting Director of 

the Museums and Heritage Program at the University of Sydney.  She serves 

as the consulting lead curator for the Sydney Jewish Museum’s Holocaust 

exhibition. 

Australian Jewish Historical 
Society (ACT) 
 

ADELE ROSALKY 

http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/australian-airman-morris-solomons-grave-tended-with-care-by-englishman-raymond-batkin-20171201-gzx1x2.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/australian-airman-morris-solomons-grave-tended-with-care-by-englishman-raymond-batkin-20171201-gzx1x2.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/australian-airman-morris-solomons-grave-tended-with-care-by-englishman-raymond-batkin-20171201-gzx1x2.html
http://www.canberratimes.com.au/act-news/australian-airman-morris-solomons-grave-tended-with-care-by-englishman-raymond-batkin-20171201-gzx1x2.html
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ACT Jewish 
Community 
Museum and Art 
Gallery 
 
ADELE ROSALKY 
 
 
 

T 
he ACT Jewish Community has 
established a public library, 
museum and art gallery within the 
National Jewish Memorial Centre. 

These installations have delivered a public 
Jewish cultural site in Canberra, and have 
resulted in our being granted tax-
deductible status for a fund known as the 
Combined Library, Museum and Art 
Gallery (CLMA). In the last Hamerkaz 
(Issue 539) Merrilyn Sernack described the 
refurbished library and outlined its 
administration. This article will focus on 
the Museum and Art Gallery. 

The central display cases of the museum located in 

the foyer of the building, are designed to educate 

on five basic aspects of Judaism: The Story of 

Judaism, Rabbinic Judaism and the Jewish Life 

Cycle, The Sabbath and Jewish Festivals, and 

Modern Jewish People and the State of Israel. As 

well, on the left hand side of the foyer is the display 

entitled Australian Jewish Community, and on the 

right hand side of the foyer is a display dedicated to 

The Holocaust. Two audio/visual screens also 

display videos related to Judaism and the 

Holocaust. Rabbi Meltzer wrote and designed the 

introductory boards which describe each section of 

the museum. 

The display cases, which were acquired and 

repurposed, have been refurbished and connected 

to internal down-lighting to display the collection to 

maximum effect. New spotlights were also installed 

in the foyer to enhance the two side displays. John 

Remmel assisted with the hanging of photos and 

pictures. 

The collection consists of objects which have been 

owned by the ACT Jewish Community for many 

years, as well as items which have been donated, or 

are on loan, especially for this display. The 

collection incorporates many of the items which 

were gifted to the Community by the Department 

of Prime Minister and Cabinet as official 

presentations by visiting dignitaries to former 

Prime Ministers. An accession list has now been 

created by Adele Rosalky, listing object name and 

number, description, inscriptions, size, condition, 

location and acquisition details. 

The museum is designed to be self-guided for small 

groups, and an attractive, easy to follow guide book 

in two sizes has been developed for this purpose 

by Adele Rosalky and Vicki Coleman. The book 

contains photographs of all objects with 

explanatory information, and the more compact A5 

sized book is available for sale. The booklet will be 

augmented and updated as changes are made to 

the collection over time. 

The small permanent art gallery is located in the 

hallway leading to the orthodox synagogue and is 

divided into two sections. The theme of the first 

section is Israel and the second has a Religious 

focus. There is also a temporary exhibition space 

which currently houses the exhibition dedicated to 

the 50th anniversary of the reunification of 

Jerusalem, curated by our previous Shlichim, Raz 

and Rotem, before their departure from Canberra. 

Explanatory signage accompanies all the exhibited 

items. 

Signage has been installed on the exterior of the 

building, indicating opening hours of the library, 

museum and art gallery (10:00am to 3:00pm, 

Monday to Thursday). 

We welcome members, school groups and visitors 

to the Community to enjoy and learn from a visit to 

the museum and gallery. 
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Fanny Reading: A Practical Visionary 1 
 

HILARY L RUBENSTEIN 

F 
anny Reading (1884-1974), medical 
practitioner and Jewish communal leader, 
was born on 2 December 1884 at Karelitz 

(Korelichi), near Minsk, Russia, eldest of five 
children of Nathan Jacob Rubinowich, merchant, 
and his wife Esther Rose, née Levinson, both of 
whom were orthodox Jews. In 1918 her father 
adopted by deed poll the surname Reading. 

In 1889 Fanny and her mother joined her father, who had 

migrated to Victoria. She spent her childhood at Ballarat, 

which then had one of the most vibrant Jewish communities 

in Australia. Later the family moved to St 

Kilda where Fanny, who embarked in 

1906 on a bachelor of music course at 

the University of Melbourne, taught part-

time at the St Kilda Hebrew School and 

served as honorary secretary of the 

Maccabean Union, a Jewish literary and 

debating society. She was also a founder 

and vice-president of the influential 

Jewish Young People's Association, 

established in 1911 to counteract apathy 

and assimilation. 

Taking out a diploma of music in 1914, 

Fanny embarked on a teaching career. 

But an increasing interest in welfare and 

health issues induced her to return to 

the university in 1916 to study medicine 

(M.B., B.S., 1922). She moved to Sydney 

and joined her brother Abraham 

Solomon Reading in general practice. 

Like most female physicians of the day, 

'Dr. Fanny' treated mainly women and 

children. In due course she became an 

honorary medical officer at St George 

Hospital, at the Rachel Forster Hospital 

for Women and Children and the Wolper Jewish Hospital, 

and she was appointed a life governor of the Benevolent 

Society of New South Wales, the Dalwood Children's Homes, 

and the Women's Hospital, Crown Street. 

Dr Reading believed that Jewish women should work actively 

to achieve improvements in their own community and in the 

wider Australian society. In 1923, following discussions with 

a visiting female emissary from the Jewish National Fund of 

Palestine, she founded the Council of Jewish Women of New 

South Wales (president, 1923-31). The council was dedicated 

to four ideals: Judaism, the land of Israel, Jewish education, 

and philanthropy in both the Jewish and non-Jewish 

communities. In 1925 it affiliated to the International Council 

of Jewish Women, of which Dr Reading was to become vice-

president in 1949. 

In 1925 she was one of the Australian delegates to the 

quinquennial convention of the International Council of 

Women in Washington and to a Zionist congress in Vienna. 

She also visited Palestine and returned home dedicated to 

the Zionist cause, for which she worked staunchly at a time 

when its fortunes in the Jewish community were chequered 

and its aims frequently misunderstood. Her conviction fired 

her work for the establishment of maternity hospitals and 

other welfare projects. 

Fostered by Fanny Reading, who travelled widely interstate 

in 1927-29, the Council of Jewish Women spread to all States. 

In 1929 at the first Australasian Jewish women's conference 

the National Council of Jewish Women was formed. Dr 

Reading became its life president. Her wider social welfare 

work, undertaken without reference to 

creed, was recognized by the King 

George V Jubilee (1935) and the King 

George VI Coronation (1937) medals. 

In 1947 Smith's Weekly accused 

Australian Jewry of sending funds 

collected for the Jewish rescue 

organization, Youth Aliyah, to aid the 

campaign against the British in Palestine. 

In the Supreme Court in 1949, Dr 

Reading appeared as plaintiff on behalf 

of Youth Aliyah. She lost the case 

because the law did not provide for 

group libel, but won a moral victory for 

the Jewish community when the judge 

directed the verdict with regret. 

In 1957 Dr Reading attended an I.C.J.W. 

convention in Israel where a settlement 

established earlier in her honour was 

dedicated as Neve Zipporah, the latter 

word being her Hebrew name. In 1961 

she was appointed M.B.E. two weeks 

after Sydney Jewry had paid tribute to 

her with a banquet. The N.C.J.W. War 

Memorial Fanny Reading Council House, Woollahra, was 

opened in 1961, and the auditorium of the National Jewish 

Memorial Centre, Canberra, also bearing her name, in 1971. 

In appearance Fanny Reading was slight and fair. A calm 

manner masked a considerable determination evidenced in 

her own professional achievements as well as in her 

communal and wider efforts. A practical visionary, she did 

much to establish women as a distinctive force within the 

organized Australian Jewish community, linking the old idea 

of charitable service and fund-raising as appropriate areas 

for female endeavour with the newer, feminist-inspired goal 

of female participation in communal policy formation. She 

died unmarried on 19 November 1974 in the Wolper Jewish 

Hospital, Woollahra, established by the N.C.J.W. in 1953, and 

was buried in Rookwood cemetery. 

1 http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/reading-fanny-8168 :  

http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/reading-fanny-8168
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L ike almost everything else in Israel and the 
Middle-East, tour guides are uniquely 
different.   

My wife and I (and other friends from Australia) recently 

visited Israel, Jordan and the West Bank. This was a strictly 

tourist visit as my travelling companions hadn’t been to 

Israel before; so I booked tour guides to take us around the 

usual tourist sites.   

We hired recommended tour companies, however we 

weren’t expecting to be entertained by a range of 

conspiracy theories and revisionist histories.   

Our first tour was from Eilat to Petra. We met our guide at 

the Arava Border crossing at the designated time, however 

due to bizarre and unexplained decisions on the Jordanian 

side, we spent several hours sitting in the 40 degree sun 

waiting for a car, other people, customs stamps or some 

other unexplained delay. But this allowed us to get to 

known Ahmed, our Jordanian guide, who had studied 

engineering in London for many years. 

Ahmed was warm, funny, politically astute and a wonderful 

guide. He also believed in conspiracy theories. Over the 

course of a very long (and hot) day in Petra, he told us that 

footage of ISIS beheadings and other propaganda videos 

where actually filmed in Hollywood. He knew this because a 

friend of his cousin told him, or his cousin, or his cousin’s 

best friend. ISIS, according to Ahmed, do not know how to 

film and edit their recruitment films, which is why the 

Americans make them on their behalf! This is done to 

ferment opposition to the Islamic State. 

Later, once he knew my interest in the whacky world of 

grand conspiracies, Ahmed told us that footage of the 

Jordanian fighter pilot shot down and horrifically killed by 

ISIS was in fact US-made propaganda designed to elicit 

Jordanian support for the war against Islamic State. Ahmed 

was bitterly opposed to ISIS, it’s just that Jordan was tricked 

by the US, and this stirred his ire. 

Mohammad, our guide to Nablus and the West Bank, just 

hated Israel and Zionists. Despite living in East Jerusalem, 

having raised children and grandchildren in Israel, and 

making a very good living as a tour guide in Israel and the 

West Bank, Mohammad also enjoyed a grand conspiracy 

theory, which he was happy to share. 

Over a wonderful lunch in the Nablus souk (the best 

hummus in the world!), Mohammad proceeded to re-invent 

the 1967 war. At first I politely argued, but my wife gently 

reminded me that I was in a Palestinian town, with a 

Palestinian guide, and it would be best to listen and not 

argue historical accuracy. 

Tour Guides, History and Conspiracy 
Theories 
 
SIMON TATZ 
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T 
he ACT Jewish Community has run basically with 
volunteer labour since its inception in 1951. So often, 
volunteers are taken for granted and whatever 

service they are providing is expected to be available. The 
reality is that it does not just happen. With this in mind, we 
instituted the Shroot Family Volunteer Award a number of 
years ago.  The award is not given 
every year but recipients have all 
shown dedication to the 
Community in a variety of ways. 

This year’s winner is Bret Ridley. Although 

not Jewish, Bret spends a considerable 

amount of time volunteering his time to 

the Community. Attenders at Shabbat 

services all know Bret who is a regular on 

the security roster. In addition, he is an 

excellent joiner and handyman and has 

repaired many items around the building. 

His commitment to the Community is 

outstanding. 

Congratulations Bret on receiving the 2017 

Volunteer Award. 

The Shroot Volunteer Award 
 

ALAN & ANITA SHROOT 

So I listened. In this version, Egypt never intended war with 

Israel in 1967. They ‘feigned’ an attack, simply to draw the 

poor, naïve Jordanians into war. The Jordanian King had no 

choice but to attack; and so even though Jordan was 

defeated and Israel captured the West Bank, Israel would 

always be the villain because Jordan never meant to wipe 

Israel off the map, they were ‘tricked’ into military action. 

I heard how Zionism means the destruction of the Arab 

world, and you cannot be a Zionist and also want peace – 

the two beliefs are, said Mohammad, incompatible. Despite 

his attempts at brainwashing, Mohammad was a generous 

guide who took us through Nablus, introduced us to many 

locals and we were warmly welcomed by everyone in this 

thriving, bustling city. The only sour note was over money, 

with some ‘confusion’ about how much the tour cost and 

how it was to be paid.  

Our next entertaining experience involved our excitable and 

enthusiastic Israeli-American guide in Jerusalem’s Old City 

and surrounds. David too had conspiracy theories and a 

distinct narrative to impart. During the tour we heard all 

about the wonderful, kind and peaceful settler movement. 

In total contrast to our West Bank tour the day before, 

David painted a picture of utopian harmony as more and 

more settlers from the USA and Israel built illegal dwellings 

in the West Bank. The only problem, our guide noted, was 

the Palestinians, who for some reason didn’t 

enthusiastically welcome the ultra-orthodox and others.  

The ‘highlight’ was visiting the Church of the Holy Sepulcher. 

According to our guide, Christianity was all ‘made up’ and 

after literally two minutes he suggested we leave as there 

was nothing to see there! Having been to the Old City many 

times, this was the first occasion where I was told the 

Muslim and Christian quarters offered nothing of interest. 

In fact, our tour consisted only of Jewish sites and history, 

with hardly a word mentioned about other religions or 

people. 

Fortunately, we enjoyed far more outspoken and 

fascinating history from Israeli taxi drivers, waiters, hotel 

staff and almost everyone we met; and from my wonderful 

family who gave us a much more in-depth and less 

conspiratorial insight into the complexities of modern 

Israel.  
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O 
ne day a little girl was sitting and watching 
her mother do the dishes at the kitchen 
sink. She suddenly noticed that her mother 

had several strands of white hair sticking out in 
contrast on her brunette head. She looked at her 
mother and inquisitively asked, "Why are some of 
your hairs white, Mom?"  

Her mother replied, "Well, every time that you do something 

wrong and make me cry or unhappy, one of my hairs turns 

white."  

The little girl thought about this revelation for a while and 

then said, "Momma, how come ALL of grandma's hairs are 

white?" 

One of the central themes of Judaism is the idea of 

honouring one’s parents, so important is this idea that the 

Torah gives the reward of an increased life for someone who 

is particular and successful in this commandment.  

A question was posed to me by one of our members. What 

is the preferred relationship between a person who has 

converted, who has left their birth home, and has now 

joined the Jewish people? What are our responsibilities to 

those family members who fall outside of even the widest 

big-tent categories of Judaism? The member asked me to 

speak on this prior to my departure, yet with the several 

Torah portions that mention explicitly the commandment of 

honouring one’s parents, where this topic would stem from, 

are months away. And yet, when I began reading this 

morning’s Parasha, suddenly the most obvious answer to 

the question appeared to me. 

Bereshit 24:2-4 

Avraham commands his servant Eliezer to go back to the 

Abraham’s homeland, to journey into the unknown, and to 

find a wife for Isaac from there – his primary fear is that the 

daughters of the Cananites will corrupt Isaac through their 

idolatrous ways, yet I think that there is an element of 

honouring one’s origins. 

At the beginning of Abraham’s story, he is commanded to 

leave the home of his birthplace, leave his family, and 

journey to the Land of Israel. He does this with great 

enthusiasm, yet he has still left something behind – he still 

understands the intrinsic value of where he has come from, 

and what that part of his life means for him – and thus, he 

sees it as opportune to find a wife for his son from the midst 

of his family’s home land – the place that raised him and 

created him, which will in turn nurture his son.  

Abraham had many disciples, Bereshit Rabbah 39:14 tells us; 

There were numerous people who could have become 
potential spouses, who had taken on the mission of 
Abraham and Sarah, and who likely could have taken it on 
with Isaac – yet Abraham is specific in his instruction to head 
back to his homeland and choose a wife specifically from his 
family. 

Our sages say that when someone converts, it is as if he or 

A Convert’s 
Obligation to 
Their Non-Jewish 
Family 
 

 
RABBI ALON MELTZER 

and I will make you swear 

by the LORD, the God of 

heaven and the God of the 

earth, that you will not take 

a wife for my son from the 

daughters of the Canaanites 

among whom I dwell, 

ם  י  מֵַּ֔ שָּ י הַּ ֶ֣ הי ֱאֹלה  יֲעךֵ֔ ֽבַּ ֶ֣ ְשב  ְואַּ
ח  ֹּ֤ קַּ א־ת  ֹֽ ר ל ֶרץ ֲאֶשֵ֨ ֹ֑ אָּ י הָּ ָ֖ וֽ אֹלק 

ר  י ֲאֶש֥ ֲענ ֵ֔ ְכנַּ ֽ ְבנֹו֙ת הַּ י מ  ְבנ ֵ֔ ֙ה ל  שָּ א 
ְרֽבֹו׃ ב ְבק  ֥ י יֹוש  ָ֖ ֹנכ   אָּ

but will go to the land of my 

birth and get a wife for my 

son Isaac.” 

ְך  ֹ֑ ל  י ת  ָ֖ ְדת  י ְוֶאל־מֹולַּ ִ֛ ְרצ  י ֶאל־אַּ ִ֧ כ 
ק׃ ֽ ְצחָּ י ְלי  ֥ ְבנ  ה ל  ָ֖ שָּ ֥ א  ְחתָּ קַּ  ְולָּ

Rav Hunah said; Abraham 

would convert the men and 

Sarah would convert the 

women 

י ר  יָּה ְמגַּ ם הָּ הָּ ְברָּ ב הּונָּא אַּ ר רַּ מַּ אָּ
ֶיֶרת ֶאת  ה ְמגַּ רָּ ים ְושָּ ֲאנָּש  ֶאת הָּ

ים נָּש  .הַּ  

And Abraham said to the senior 

servant of his household, who 

had charge of all that he 

owned, “Put your hand under 

my thigh 

ן  ֶ֣ ְבדֹ֙ו ְזקַּ ם ֶאל־עַּ הָָּ֗ ְברָּ אֶמר אַּ ֶֹ֣ י וַּ
ֹו  ל־ֲאֶשר־לֹ֑ ל ְבכָּ ָ֖ ֹמש  ֹו הַּ יתֵ֔ ב 

י׃ ֽ כ  ת ְיר  חַּ ֥ ֥א יְָּדךָ֖ תַּ ים־נָּ ֽ  ש 
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she becomes a new person, now charged with a Jewish 

mission. The Talmudic tractate of Yevamot 22a states that “A 

convert who converts is similar to a child being born.” 

But while this is the case spiritually, the physical facts must 

also be taken into consideration. There are biological parents 

who gave birth to and raised that individual. The fact that 

someone has the opportunity to convert is due to what 

those parents did for that child. Practically, according to 

Jewish law, one should honor his or her biological parents. 

What does this honouring look like – Rabbi Moshe Feinstein 

one of the great sages of the 20th century, establishes, 

based on the Rambam, that honoring parents is a logical 

mitzvah which is incumbent upon and practiced by all 

people, Jew and non-Jew, thus one must continue honoring 

biological parents after conversion, since logic dictates that 

one owes his parents an enormous amount. 

The Rambam is specific in his usage of the word kavod, 

honouring, the same word used to establish the mitzvah to 

the Jewish people in the ten commandments.  

The practical elements of this logical commandment would 

follow a similar pattern to the obligatory command to born 

Jews as described by our sages. The Sefer Chassidim 

includes maintaining contact with a parent if you are 

travelling, the Talmud describes the laws of mourning – the 

shiva, shloshim, and year of mourning, alongside the ritual of 

kaddish, which many Rabbis have concluded is most 

appropriate for someone who has converted, or has non-

Jewish parents. It also includes according to the midrash, the 

respect for one’s parent’s time and action; not waking them 

when they are asleep, not interrupting them, not speaking 

back to them.  

All of these seem logical, yet for many of us the notion of 

respecting our parents, or elders, or teachers, has fallen by 

the wayside. There is a story of two men sitting on an 

airplane, their children are all at the back of the plane, while 

they sit at the front. Every so often, the children of the Jewish 

man come up to him asking if he needed something, water, 

food, a pillow or blanket, while his neighbor had no visits 

from his children. After a while of this going on the non-

Jewish man asked him, “why is it that your children come and 

check on you, while mine sit watching their films or 

sleeping?”. The Jewish man responded by saying that, we 

have the custom that what came before is more important 

than what came after, in other words, that we have an idea 

that our elders are to be looked up to and revered, because 

they have more to teach us. 

I think we have run into a problem – while this is a Jewish 

custom, we have fallen into the trappings of modernity, 

where we think the very opposite – each generation that 

comes after the one prior thinks that they are greater, they 

are more technologically advanced, they are more able to 

understand the world around them. Yet when we forget 

about our backgrounds, when we neglect to understand the 

stories of our ancestors, or to even follow the most logical of 

commandments, whereby we should honour our parents, 

we lose the ability to properly achieve greatness, learning 

from our past to carve out our future. 

Abraham realizes this, he understood that while he left his 

family, both physically and metaphysically, where he gave up 

their ideology and practices, he understands the importance 

of engaging the past to effectively move forward. By 

honouring his family, he is able to create a much more stable 

and successful future for his children and descendants. 

Vida, this Bat Mitzvah that you have taken upon yourself to 

so confidently and successfully complete, is that same idea. 

Whereby you have delved into your father’s family’s heritage 

to express yourself as an adult woman within our 

community, I know that you also thoroughly exploring 

Judaism with your mum through the Matan Program.  

You shared with me that being Jewish, and acting out your 

Jewishness, allowed you to connect with your father, that it 

contributes to who you are, gives you new and unique 

experiences in your life, and teaches you about the ethics 

and values that we hold dear. 

Those values include understanding that we have set rules 

and processes, knowing what happens next, the consistency 

of it all. That prayer is directed towards good things – hoping 

and aiming to better the world around you. And perhaps 

most importantly being part of an accepting community 

where everyone has a place within the big tent of the Jewish 

people. 

Your parents Allison and Dan, shared with me that your 

family is diverse, flexible, robust, and loving – and you too 

thought on similar lines – small, tightknit, diverse and loving. 

Your parents described you as determined, strong, funny, 

inspiring, smart, athletic, thoughtful and caring. Two of 

those, you used to describe yourself, determined and caring.  

It is beautiful to see such a harmony and understanding 

between your family – where you are all on the same page, 

knowing about one another, about your family’s story, and 

working together for the same goals. It is a lesson to us all. 

Vida, today on this most special day, you have the 

opportunity to take the mantle from your parents, and begin 

your own story as an adult within our community and people 

– you have the ability to learn from your parents, from their 

diversity in backgrounds, from their families and their 

stories, and you have the chance to write your next chapter. 

This was the goal of Abraham in his enlisting Eliezer for his 

mission, and this is the goal of a Bat Mitzvah. 

In a message to you, your parents wrote the following “We 

are so proud of all the hard work you have put in to get to 

this day!  Impressed by your skill at reading Hebrew.  Glad to 

see you take your place as an adult in this congregation.  And 

excited to see what is next, for you, a talented, hardworking, 

nimble, caring, principled and incredibly self-motivated girl 

who is already charting her own course.” May I echo these 

blessings that you chart your own course, always 

remembering every so often to turn around, and to reflect 

on what and who brought you to this stage. 

If you would please join me here, I will ask the entire 

congregation to stand as I extend to you the traditional 

priestly blessing. 

May the LORD bless you and guard you –  
("Yebhārēkh-khā Hashem veyishmerēkhā ...) 
May the LORD make His face shed light upon you and be 
gracious unto you –  
("Yāʾēr Hashem pānāw ēlekhā viʾunnékkā ...) 
May the LORD lift up His face unto you and give you peace –  
("Yissā Hashem pānāw ēlekhā viyāsēm lekhā shālōm.") 
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D 
ance is something that almost all countries 
and cultures do all around the world, many 
countries or cultures have their own 

individual style of dance and each one is so 
unique. Just to name three cultural dances include 
the Aborigines and how they use dancing to tell 
their stories. In New Zealand the Haka was used 
before battle. The Brazilian’s Samba dance that 
originated when African slaves were brought to 
Brazil, they were forced by the government to 
practice Christianity and actively prevented from 
practicing their own religious customs so they 
used dancing as a way of doing it.  

 

As some of you know I spend lots of my time dancing – I find 

it extremely meaningful and its one of my main passions.  

But why do so many people all around the world love dance 

so much? What do they find so good about it? Today I would 

like to explore these questions, and understand dance from 

a Jewish perspective.  

Miriam Phillips, Assistant Professor of Dance at the 

University of Maryland School of Theatre, Dance, and 

Performance Studies, believes that dance, because it is a 

personal physical experience, can instill comprehension of 

an entire culture. She states in her research that “Dance is 

embodied culture. A culture’s dance is the encapsulated 

expression of their history and ethos. The phrasing and 

body movements in dance are an embodiment of each 

culture’s world view—their social values, economics, 

environment, and belief system—all represented in their 

dance patterns”. 

As we can learn from the Aboriginal people, dance can be a 

way of representing things. The Aboriginal people use their 

bodies in dance to represent their stories. One example is 

the crane dance where the cranes are circling round in the 

air to find food and they find plenty and eat it equally, then 

they are all happy and full. They act out the story through 

Vida’s Bat Mitzvah Dvar Torah 
 

VIDA ROSAUER 
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dance as they have for thousands of years. 

For many people dance is a way of expressing their 

emotions.  

One of the earliest forms of dance was in the Torah when 

Miriam dances in celebration of the God splitting the Red 

Sea. The Torah says the following in Shemot Chapter 15 

verse 20. 

We see here the celebration of the women, who finally are 

free from the Egyptians, and they break out into song and 

dance. 

Dance was commonly used as a celebration of marriage and 

people again used dance to celebrate, this time to celebrate 

love. In the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Ketubot 17:a it says: 

Later it says in the Talmud, With regard to the mitzva of 

bringing joy to the bride and groom, the Gemara relates: The 

Sages said about Rabbi Yehuda bar Elai that he would take a 

myrtle branch and dance before the bride, and say: A fair 

and attractive bride. Rav Shmuel bar Rav Yitzḥak would base 

his dance on three myrtle branches that he would juggle. 

Some of the Sages thought that Rav Shmuel was humiliating 

and demeaning the Torah, but the Talmud tells us that when 

he died a pillar of fire came down to where he died, 

symbolizing how important he was. 

Another time dance is mentioned in the Torah is in the book 

of Kohelet, chapter 3 verse 4. 

I think that this shows how important dance is as it infers 

that dance is a special thing, of celebration. 

However dance is not always a celebration, you can also 

dance for something sad, to moan or to get over your 

sadness. 

Today I read from the Torah for the first time. The parasha I 

read was Chayei Sarah. A big part of the story in Chayei 

Sarah is about Abraham’s servant Eliezer’s journey in finding 

a wife for Isaac. Instead of briefly describing the journey he 

had on the way to Canaan, the Torah thoroughly describes 

every conversation, prayer, and place he went along the way, 

then when he finds Rebecca to be Isaac's wife he goes to her 

family and tells them the whole story of his journey again 

and we read it in the Torah a whole second time.  

Why did the Torah want us to read this a second time in 

such detail?  

One of the explanations I thought of is that just like in 

dancing, where you have to repeat steps over and over to 

understand the fluidity of a dance, the Torah may have 

repeated the story because the more you hear or see 

something the more it makes you think about it and its 

meaning.  

In dancing we go through the same steps over and over so 

everyone looks the same and remembers the steps. Maybe 

they repeat the story to us because they want us to 

remember his journey or make us think about it and notice 

the differences between the first time and the second time 

the story is told. 

In the haftarah I read about King David at the end of his life, 

however, earlier in his life there was the story of David 

dancing in front of the ark with all his might as his wife 

watched from afar frowning down on him for allowing his 

kingly appearance to become wild, in front of lots of people. 

In my dancing I am constantly doing things and portraying 

strange characters out of my comfort zone, it is what I have 

to do. King David was dancing in front of the Lord as the 

King, while bringing the ark into Jerusalem and celebrating 

with the people. He went down to their level and expressed 

pure emotion and joy, we was able to excite them in their 

love of Hashem and was later remembered for engaging in 

such a manner. His wife obviously did not understand where 

his emotion was coming from, and how appropriate it was. 

I started learning and practicing for my bat mitzvah almost a 

year ago. At first when I started learning I found it hard to 

have time to practice because of all the dancing, soccer 

playing and master chef watching I was doing. I was 

expected to practice five days a week for 20 minutes and I 

wasn’t too keen on having almost no free time with all the 

things I do. As the months went by and I got closer to today I 

started to not mind it as much and get used to it. While 

learning for my bat mitzvah I have improved my hebrew 

reading and my determination and I have realised that the 

main part of a bat mitzvah is the preparation as it can take 

up to a year and constant hard work and the actual day is a 

showcase of the work you have done. 

Five weeks ago I was in Sydney competing at a dance 

competition. Today I am here and I have just read from the 

Torah for the first time. Both are a form of me expressing 

myself. These are similar in that dance is a form of 

expression and as is the Bat Mitzvah. They are both 

something I have worked hard on and they show two 

different parts of me, one my culture and heritage side and 

the other my dancing side, two of the things that contribute 

to who I am. 

A time to weep, and a time to 

laugh; A time to mourn, and a 

time to dance; 

ֹוד  ת ְספָ֖ ֥ ֹוק ע  ְשחֵ֔ ת ל  ֶ֣ ְבכֹו֙ת ְוע  ת ל  ֹּ֤ ע 
ת ְרֽקֹוד׃ ֥  ְוע 

Rav Aha would place the 

bride on his shoulders 

and dance. 

 רב אחא מרכיב לה אכתפיה ומרקד

Rav Acha marchiv lah achtafei 
vmeraked 

Then Miriam the prophetess, 

Aaron’s sister, took a timbrel 

in her hand, and all the 

women went out after her in 

dance with timbrels. 

ֹות  ה ֲאחִ֧ יאָָּ֜ ְנב  ם הַּ ְריֵָּ֨ ֩ח מ  קַּ ת  וַּ
 ָּ אן ֶצֹּ֤ ת  ּה וַּ ֹ֑ ף ְביָּדָּ ֹתָ֖ ן ֶאת־הַּ ֲהֹרִ֛ אַּ

ים  ָ֖ יהָּ ְבֻתפ  ֲחֶרֵ֔ י֙ם אַּ נָּש  ל־הַּ ֽ כָּ
ְמֹחֹֽלת׃  ּוב 
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The Ebb and Flow of the Land of Israel 
 

RABBI ALON MELTZER 

T 
his week the President of the United States 
called for the relocation of the US Embassy 
to Israel from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, 

politically marking what all of us would deem a 
reality, that Jerusalem is indeed the capital of the 
State of Israel, and has been the center of our 
hopes and aspirations since the Romans 
destroyed our Temple and exiled us from our 
land in the first century.  

This acknowledgement of reality, does not preclude a 

capital of a future Palestinian State from being in Jerusalem, 

nor, despite its detractors, remove a two-state solution, or 

indeed the peace process as a whole from being actualized.  

Of course, I am simplifying the arguments for and against, 

as my goal tonight is not to engage in a political discussion, 

but rather a theological one.  

Tomorrow morning we will read from Parashat Vayeishev, 

which is the beginning of the Jewish people as a family unit, 

moving away from the Land of Israel, and will mark the 

moment of Jewish history whereby the ebb and flow of the 

land of Israel and our connection with it, begins in earnest.  

Of course our patriarch and matriarch, Abraham and Sarah, 

had once left toward Egypt, returning a short while later. 

Jacob of course had to flee the land as well, before 

returning with his family, but this Parasha, containing within 

it Joseph’s unwilling departure of the land, sets up the 

narrative of his father and brother’s, with their families, 

departing the land, this time permanently, and thus also 

sets up the narrative of a complex and oftentimes painful 

settlement and subsequent exile of the land.  

Bereshit 37:27 and 28 

The Torah explains the complex sale that occurs to remove 

Joseph from their midst – their mindset is with the dreamer 

gone, so too the problems that we experience will be 

removed as well. 

According to the Sforno, the ebb and flow of our connection 

to the land of Israel is based on our interpersonal 

relationships, he writes; 

They completed the deal with the Ishmaelites acting as 

agents for the Midianites. The brothers did not want to 

speak to the Midianite merchants. The reason was that they 

did not want to be recognised by them as they were in the 

habit of frequenting cities in order to ply their wares. The 

camel drovers, however, were not in the habit of visiting 

urban areas. At worst they would just pass through towns 

without stopping there overnight or longer. The actual 

purchasers, however, were the Midianite merchants, in 

accordance with the Torah’s narrative that the Midianites 

sold Joseph to Egypt. The Jewish people experienced 

something parallel during the period of the second Temple, 

when Midianites sold a portion of our people into slavery to 

surrounding nations, a phenomenon which was widespread 

Come, let us sell him to the 

Ishmaelites, but let us not do 

away with him ourselves. After 

all, he is our brother, our own 

flesh.” His brothers agreed. 

נּוֵ֙  ים ְוָיֵדֵ֙ ּנּו ַלִיְשְמֵעאִלִ֗ ֶ֣ ְל֞כּו ְוִנְמְכר 
נּו  ינּו ְבָשֵרֵ֖ י־ָאִחִ֥ ַאל־ְתִהי־֔בֹו ִכִּֽ

יו׃ ָחִּֽ ּו א  ִַֽיְשְמעֵ֖  ֑הּוא ַוִּֽ

When Midianite traders passed 

by, they pulled Joseph up out of 

the pit. They sold Joseph for 

twenty pieces of silver to the 

Ishmaelites, who brought 

Joseph to Egypt. 

ים  ֲחִרִ֗ ים ס ִּֽ ים ִמְדָיִנִ֜ ַעְברּוּ֩ ֲאָנִשִׁ֨ ַוַיִּֽ
ת־יֹוֵסףֵ֙  ֲע֤לּו א  ִַֽיְמְשכּוֵ֙ ַוַיִּֽ ַוִּֽ

ף  ת־יֹוֵסֵ֛ ִמן־ַה֔בֹור ַוִיְמְכ֧רּו א 
ף  ים ָכ֑ס  ְשִרֶ֣ ים ְבע  ַלִיְשְמֵעאִלֵ֖
ְיָמה׃ ף ִמְצָרִּֽ ת־יֹוֵסֵ֖ יאּו א   ַוָיִבִ֥
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during the time when the descendants of the Hasmoneans 

were fighting among themselves about who would be king in 

Jerusalem. This fratricide is responsible for our exile until this 

day. It was a historical replay of what happened as a result of 

the brothers selling Joseph, and the whole family winding up 

in exile in Egypt only a few years later. 

Back and forth our people have connected to the land, and 

back and forth we have argued amongst ourselves – 

theologically, this has seen the continued fractured divorce 

of our people from the land.  

The dream that Herzl had, that Amy mentioned in her Dvar 

Torah, that has been our reality these past 70 years. When 

Herzl stated that ‘We believe that salvation is to be found in 

wholesome work in a beloved land. Work will provide our 

people with the bread of tomorrow, and moreover, with the 

honor of the tomorrow, the freedom of the tomorrow.’ He 

was dreaming of a time where we would once again regain 

the connection to our land, and physically plant ourselves 

there. He knew that there was division amongst our people 

towards these goals and aspirations, in fact he made the 

following comment realizing the division, but also the 

commonality that each of us Jew has, our connection to the 

land, a thread that binds us all, he wrote ‘But I am convinced 

that those Jews who stand aside today with a malicious smile 

and with their hands in their trousers' pockets will also want 

to dwell in our beautiful home.’  

We must learn that our division, across our various 

ideologies, creates the instability of our people and land. We 

must realise that our jumping to extreme ends of 

reactionary politics leaves us backed into hot tempered 

corners, and gives very little room for more nuanced and 

constructive dialogue and action. We cannot be the brothers 

where they jump to the only conclusion they can reach, kill 

Joseph, and then when cooler heads arrive, they are so 

entrenched that they have to sell their brother into slavery, 

unknowingly causing their own exile.  

We must, taking a page from Amy’s drasha, begin to dream 

big, to think aspirationally, and understand what sacrifices 

and services we are going to make, to our people, to our 

land, to our world and to humanity.  

Amy, your words tonight were far beyond your age – they 

were uplifting and they were poignant. 

You and your family are new to the community, however 

your presence and impact has already been felt. You shared 

with me that to be a Bat Mitzvah was to begin the fulfillment 

of your personal vision and goals to one day live in the Land 

of Israel and serve our Jewish people. You said that for you 

this community has meant that there is a special way of 

connecting, despite our differences, that ultimately we are all 

connected. 

Your parents described you as caring. Stating that you are 

empathetic and constantly reaching out to help others. That 

you love both completely and sincerely. Vivacious. You are 

full of life from the time you wake up to the time you lay 

down at night. They said that the house feels empty without 

you. And that you are discerning. You don’t go along with the 

crowd. You know yourself and understand others through 

your empathy. 

Your parents shared with me a beautiful message that they 

would like to convey to you, they are so excited to see 

her continue to mature into–a woman of character, love, and 

grace.  

What beautiful dreams and hopes for you as you enter this 

next stage of your life. 

If you would please join me here, I will ask the entire 

congregation to stand as I extend to you the traditional 

priestly blessing. 

May the LORD bless you and guard you –  
("Yebhārēkh-khā Hashem veyishmerēkhā ...) 
May the LORD make His face shed light upon you and be 
gracious unto you –  
("Yāʾēr Hashem pānāw ēlekhā viʾunnékkā ...) 
May the LORD lift up His face unto you and give you peace –  
("Yissā Hashem pānāw ēlekhā viyāsēm lekhā shālōm.") 

Image: Courtesy of Getty Images 
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Amy’s Bat Mitzvah 
Dvar Torah:  
The Dreamer’s Hope 
 
AMY JOSHUA 
 

A 
lmost everyone knows who Einstein is. When 

Einstein was younger, it wasn't obvious that he 

would go on to become the most famous scientist 

ever. During his childhood Einstein’s teachers thought he 

was slow and badly behaved. Did you know, he even let a 

skunk loose in the classroom!! By the time he was 16 he 

was expelled from school for bad behaviour.  

Einstein eventually completed his high school and 

university education, but he didn't do well enough at 

university to get the teaching job he wanted. Instead, 

Einstein went to work in a patent office. Luckily for us, his 

job was so boring that it gave him lots of time to think. 

This is where Einstein developed his most famous ideas. 

During Einstein’s years of research, he became very ill, the 

stress of his scientific work had affected his health. And to 

make matters worse world war two broke out and 

because Einstein was a German Jew, he too, was in 

danger. So, Einstein’s work was put on a temporary halt.  

Einstein moved to America, and he picked up where he 

left off and his theories became known. Many people 

started realising his true talent although at the time many 

of the scientists continued rejecting him and his theories.  

Today we aren’t encouraged to dream big, because people 

think if we raise the bar too high, we’ll fail, and our dreams 

will come crashing down. Some psychologists believe that 

we must dream small. In other words: smaller goal = 

lower risk = higher chance of accomplishment = 

motivation for the next step. But in my opinion if we let 

failure stop us then that was not a dream worth 

accomplishing. Many people don’t dream because of the 

fear of failure. But what they don’t realise is that failure is 

the first stepping stone to success. 

Albert Einstein became the father of modern physics 

despite all the challenges. He revolutionised the way we 

look at the world today. If Einstein had accepted he was a 

failure and believed the thoughts of the people around 

him we may not see light, space and gravity as we do 

today.  

I hold the opinion that people should dream and dream 

big because that brings you hope. A hope for a better 

tomorrow, a hope to make a significant change in the 

world and most of all a hope for a better you. And every 

big and small step that you choose to take will bring you 

closer to success.  

In Bereishit /Genesis, chapter 37, verse 5 it says, 

And Joseph dreamed a dream and told his brothers, and 

they continued to hate him. 
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But why would Joseph, who knew he had already made his 

brothers jealous, further anger them by telling them his 

dream? Was he just showing off attempting to show them 

that Hashem had greater plans for him than them? 

When I have a dream or a goal, the first thing I want to do is 

tell my family and I think Joseph was doing the same. In all 

honesty, I don’t think that Joseph understood the depth of 

his dream. He was sharing his dream without an 

understanding but his family, especially his brothers, didn’t 

see it that way.  

Joseph was treated like an underdog for most of his life. It 

would have been easy for him to accept his life as it is, but 

one thing we can learn from Joseph is that nothing crushed 

his spirit, he didn’t let anything, or anyone crush his hopes 

and most importantly he didn’t give up, even though the 

circumstances he went through were frustrating. 

Joseph’s dreams were prophetic, which means no matter 

which path Joseph took he would still get there in the end.  

But today I would like to share about our dream – the dream 

that we weave in our heart.   

The dreams that we weave aren’t prophetic, and our actions 

determine our future. Achieving Your dream is never easy, 

but if you are truly motivated nothing will get in your way 

and it will be worth doing because you are part of the 

process of making a difference. 

Charlotte Knobloch is a holocaust survivor and her dream 

was to see Jewish life flourish again in Munich, Germany 

after the Holocaust. She, herself, had experienced the 

damage that the Holocaust had done to the Jews and 

wanted to do something about it. She chose to build a Jewish 

centre in the heart of Munich where the hope of all Jews was 

lost. She didn’t wait for someone to achieve her dream for 

her, she chose to persevere towards it and, like Joseph, she 

didn’t give up; and today she has brought hope back to Jews 

living in Munich. She fulfilled her dream by overcoming the 

obstacles, stepping over the rejections and rising to the 

challenges that was thrown at her.  

Sometimes even when we work towards a dream it might 

not be our destiny to see it fulfilled. 

In Divrei Hayamim 1/ 1 chronicles 28:2 and 3 it says: 

2And King David rose to his feet and said, “Hearken to me, 

my brethren and my people; as for me, it is with my heart to 

build a house of rest for the Ark of the covenant of Hashem 

and the footstool of our G-d and I prepared to build. 3But 

Hashem said to me, ‘You shall not build a house in my name, 

because you are a man of war, and you have shed blood.’ 

And then in verse 6 it says: 

And he said to me, ‘Your son Solomon, he shall build My 

House and My Courts, for I have chosen him to me as a son, 

and I shall be to him a father. 

As we can see it was David’s dream and desire to build a 

temple for Hashem so that he could worship Hashem in a 

holy place, but Hashem said because of your actions, you 

cannot build a temple, but it was his son’s destiny to build 

the temple. Now David could have sulked and accepted that 

he wasn’t going to see his dream come true.  

But we read in verse 11, 

And David gave his son Solomon the pattern of the porch, 

and its house, and its treasuries, and its upper stories, and 

its inner chambers, and the House of the Ark cover. 

So, even though David could not build the temple himself, he 

was part of the initial process of seeing his dream fulfilled. 

Sometimes we may not get to see our dream fulfilled but 

knowing that you were part of the process and that the 

future generations will see your dream fulfilled, is a 

fulfillment in itself. 

Theodor Herzl was the founder of modern Zionism. He saw 

the power of anti-Semitism growing and his dream was to 

put an end to it. He tried many ways to stop it but eventually 

realised he needed a more national and political solution. He 

began to realise that it couldn’t be cured and the only way to 

bring an end to anti-Semitism and Jewish distress was by 

bringing a Jewish state so that the Jews could live peacefully. 

Unfortunately, he did not get to see his dream fulfilled, but 

the later generations did. And if he did not dream of this 

idea and work towards it, we might not have had the state of 

Israel today.  

Like all of you, I have a dream too. A dream to serve my 

forefathers land, to be a part of the land and its people. I 

would really like to see my dream come true one day. I don’t 

think it can be achieved easily, but I know as long as the 

flame of hope is well lit in my heart I can achieve my dream, 

a dream to serve and defend. 

As we all know Hanukkah is coming up and there was a 

dream behind that story as well. The festival of lights, as we 

all know it all began with one family’s dream. The Maccabees 

dreamed of stopping the Assyrians from defiling their 

religion but unlike many of the Jews around them, they were 

motivated to make a change and achieve their dream, and 

they took the first step of fighting the Assyrians and getting 

back their freedom.  

As we light the Hanukkiah this year, I hope the flickering 

flames holds a message to each of us, we should never be 

too afraid to pursue our dream or stand for what is right. 

Judah Maccabee and his band faced daunting odds, but that 

didn’t stop them. With a prayer on their lips and faith in their 

heart, they entered the battle of their lives—and won. And I 

believe we can do the same. 

Our Jewish hearts are still hoping and dreaming, a dream or 

hope that is a part of us for such a long time, Hatikvah – Our 

Hope - is to be free people in our own land, the Land of Zion 

and Jerusalem. And I believe this dream will be fulfilled as 

the dream is well lit and there is prayer of faith on our lips.  

I would like to conclude my Dvar Torah with my favourite 

quote by Maya Angelou 

My mission in life is not merely to survive, but to thrive. 

And do so with some passion, some compassion some 

humour and some style. 
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Celebrating Israel 
 

YVETTE GOODE 
 

 

T his article first appeared in J-Wire: http://
www.jwire.com.au/celebrating-israel-in-

parliament-house/: 

Marking 70 years since the UN Partition Resolution 181 was 

passed on 29 November 1947, a cocktail reception was held 

in the Mural Hall, Parliament House, Canberra, on November 

29, 2017. The event was hosted by Senator David Fawcett, 

Chair of the Australia-Israel Parliamentary Friendship Group 

and Senator for South Australia. The occasion also marked 

the commencement of the 70th Anniversary Celebrations of 

the State of Israel. Dalia Sinclair was Convenor of the event, 

most ably assisted by the Embassy of Israel, NCJWA, the ZFA, 

the ECAJ and AIJAC. 

Senator Fawcett welcomed various Ambassadors but 

particularly the new Israeli Ambassador to Australia, Mark 

Sofer, Dr Colin Rubenstein, Mark Dreyfus, Anton Bloch, Dr 

Anita Shroot, Dalia Sinclair OAM, Yael Cass and from the 

Israeli Embassy, Ms Anat Sultan-Dadon, Deputy Chief of 

Mission, who read a most heartfelt message from Benjamin 

Netanyahu. 

Senator Fawcett introduced Julie Bishop, who spoke very 

warmly about the enduring friendship between Australia 

and Israel, noting that in 1947 Australia was the first country 

to vote in favour of the creation of a Jewish homeland and 

paying tribute to Israel as a beacon of democracy in a 

troubled part of the world. She commented on the 

successful reciprocal visits of respective Prime Ministers and 

the fact that both Israel and Australia are open democracies, 

working together in many fields, but particularly in security, 

terrorism and cyber security, as well as in the field of 

innovation. Ms Bishop concluded by saying that Australia is 

one of the few nations to stand up for Israel in the UN and 

that one sided, biased resolutions against Israel will not be 

supported. 

In a short video presentation, the role of Australian 

diplomacy with regard to Resolution 181 was mentioned. 

The ecstatic greeting of the creation of the State of Israel by 

Jews already living in Palestine was clearly shown, as no 

longer were Jews without a homeland. 

The new Israeli Ambassador to Australia, Mark Sofer, spoke 

of the outpouring of friendship between Australia and Israel 

he has seen in his short time in Australia and noted that 

Resolution 181 changed the course of history for Jewish 

people, especially after the horrors of the holocaust. While 

Israel is still yearning for peace with all its neighbours, it 

keeps looking towards the future and the changes in 70 

years have been remarkable. From a small, agricultural 

society to a thriving nation, Israel is ready to share its 

technological advances with the world. He concluded by 

saying that there is reason to hope for a better future, with 

Israel living in peace, harmony and prosperity. 

Cantor Josh Weinberger read the Prayers for Australia and 

the State of Israel. The musical part of his presentation was 

accompanied by Shirley Politzer OAM. Immediately following 

this Advance Australia Fair and Hatikvah were sung. 

Throughout the evening, the sincerity of the guests, the 

smiling faces and the warmth of feeling for the friendship 

between Australia and Israel was clearly obvious, with 

congenial conversations continuing long after the formal 

part of the event had concluded.  

ABOVE: Julie Bishop toasts the Australia-Israel relationship.  Photo by Eldad Ohayon  

http://www.jwire.com.au/celebrating-israel-in-parliament-house/
http://www.jwire.com.au/celebrating-israel-in-parliament-house/
http://www.jwire.com.au/celebrating-israel-in-parliament-house/
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T he JIFF recently returned to 
Canberra from 2-12 November, 

with a total of 17 films screened at 
the Dendy.  

The preview “Jungle”, which screened on 

September 24, was essentially an Australian 

production, partly filmed in the north 

Queensland rainforest, with a strong Jewish 

theme emerging. This film has now been 

released for general exhibition.  

The festival opened with the significant 

documentary “Ben Gurion, Epilogue”, 

including a Q and A with the director after 

the film. Plus 61J sponsored the visit of the 

director, Yariv Mozer, who proved to be a 

most eloquent communicator. An 

introduction to the film can be found here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

eJ4i6vx1jk  

Special mention is worthy for the Australian 

documentary film, “The Last Goldfish”. It 

played to a packed house and received 

warm applause from the audience. This 

beautiful film recounted the efforts of Su 

Goldfish of Sydney to uncover the long 

buried secrets and survival tales of her 

Jewish family. The film also deals with the 

long-term impacts of displacement and 

trauma on refugees and their families. More 

information on The Last Goldfish can be 

found here: http://

www.documentaryaustralia.com.au/

films/470/the-last-goldfish  

Another film that deserves special mention 

is “Keep the Change”, by debut filmmaker 

Rachel Israel, which intimately explores the 

world of autistic adults and the everyday 

challenges that they face. This very sensitive 

and brave film focuses on a group of 

autistic, Jewish, young adults in New York 

and their struggles to cope with life and love 

in the modern world. This is most moving 

account that demands to be shown on a 

broader stage.  

Other important films on the program 

included “The Women’s Balcony”, “Shalom 

Bollywood: the Untold Story of Indian 

Cinema”, “The Rebel in the Rye” and 

“Menashe”.  

Perhaps the surprise film of the festival was 

director Radu Mihaileanu’s gorgeous 

adaption of Nicole Krauss’ 2005 novel “The 

History of Love”. Spanning more than 60 

years between a shtetl in Poland to Jewish 

life in New York city, the intricate plot 

weaves stories of love and loss, with the 

tragedy of the Holocaust providing the 

essential motif for the characters to play out 

their deepest desires and needs. “The scope 

of this unapologetically old-fashioned movie 

and its multi-pronged subject, centered on 

the enduring power of love, ultimately carry 

the day.” 1 

A number of important organisations 

supported and co-sponsored the JIFF both 

Jewish and other, including the NCJWA, 

Sydney Jewish Museum, the Jewish Museum 

of Australia, Shalom Institute, Shir Madness, 

Goethe Institut and Plus 61J.  

The ACTJC provided extensive publicity 

through its email services and publications, 

in addition to general networking. After a 

two-year trial, the Israeli Film Festival is no 

longer coming to Canberra, due to poor 

attendance. Hopefully, the Jewish 

International Film Festival will return again, 

perhaps in a different guise next year.  

Film making is perhaps the most effective 

means available to transmit, share and 

discuss issues and questions of heritage, 

culture, storytelling and also to critically 

examine the issues of the day. The JIFF is an 

important and essential link in this process 

for the Jewish community and is in keeping 

with the aims of our Constitution.  

The Jewish International Film Festival 2017 
(JIFF) 
 

ROBERT CUSSEL 

1
 https://www.screendaily.com/reviews/

the-history-of-love-
review/5109821.article  
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Shivers Down My  
Spine 
 

ROBERT CUSSEL 

T he following 
essay was 
originally a 

drosha delivered on 
Rosh Hashanah, 5778.  

Then God said, “Let 
us make a being in our 
image, after our likeness, 
and let it have dominion 
… over all the Earth … 
thus God created us in the 
divine image, creating us 
in the image of God”  

This passage in Genesis is 

perhaps the most profound in 

the whole of the bible and 

provides the basis for much of 

modern thought and action. In this 

passage, the two concepts that 

have important meanings are that 

humanity is given dominion over 

all life on Earth, and that we are 

created in the image of God.  

The power of questioning in 

Judaism is perhaps the one 

underlying process that gives 

strength to our learning, 

heritage and culture. What 

does it mean to say we are 

created in God’s image? 

What does it mean to say 

we have dominion over 

all life on Earth? Does this 

mean we can do whatever 

we like on Earth and not 

worry about the 

consequences? Do we not have 

a heavy responsibility to manage 

our natural resources with wisdom 

and restraint to ensure a future for our 

descendants and all life on Earth?  

Jared Diamond in his book, Collapse, shows how 

different societies can bring doom upon themselves by 

their management and stewardship of the natural 

resources that are available. The early inhabitants of Easter 

Island felled the forests to build the sea going vessels for 

fishing and their stone idols, but destroyed the fragile 

natural environment that they needed to survive and 

prosper on land. Their society was ultimately destroyed by 

civil war as different clans competed for the resulting 

scarce natural resources.  

But there is more here in this passage that demands 

questioning. The word “tov” meaning good appears seven 

times in this parsha. A beautiful and enchanting world has 

been created, but humans are about to be expelled from 

this paradise. This is the metaphorical beginning for all of 

the troubles that the human race has inflicted upon itself. 

Today I would like to offer a story from my own family to 

help illustrate the collective challenges that we face as Jews 

and humans. Within our own lifetimes or that of our 

parents or grandparents, there has been one experience 

that is without doubt the most horrific and catastrophic 

tragedy that has befallen a people. The Holocaust. There 

are in this year still members of our Jewish Community 

who lived through those terrible years. We are indeed a 

long way from the Garden of Eden.  

I grew up in a silent house, haunted by the ghosts of my 

lost family. My parents would not really talk much about 

their experiences. My father died when I was 18 and a boy 

of that age does not ask much about the history of his 

family. In turn, my father never saw his parents again after 

the age of 18. My aunt Steffi, who survived 31 months in 

hiding in Berlin and then in a concentration camp, would 

not talk about her ordeals, partly to protect us I suspect 

but also because she was undoubtedly suffering from post 

traumatic stress all her life. In her later years, I approached 

her several times to tell her story, but she refused. My 

mother had escaped as a 14 year old from Vienna in 1938 

with her parents and had her own stories to tell. 

So where was God? Such evil perpetrated on a people, any 

people, is beyond our understanding. What is our 

response? Do we hide? Do we deny our Jewish heritage? 

Many Jews have chosen this path out of the sheer need to 

seek a happy and fulfilling life, in our case in Australia. We 

don’t talk about the Holocaust because we want to go on 

with living.  
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However, we have not finished telling our stories and 

dealing with the past. The worst disaster that has befallen 

the Jews has just happened a few moments ago, in terms of 

the time line of human history. The Holocaust still casts its 

long shadow of all of us. If we don’t learn from history, are 

we condemned to relive it? 

I recently came across a book called “Gone to Ground” 

which I reviewed in a previous Hamerkaz. It’s a fascinating 

story of another young German woman called Marie who 

hid from the Nazis for the whole war. She too survived, but 

like my aunt, would not tell her story until one day her 

historian son put a tape recorder down on the table and 

asked his mother to tell her story. These are the stories we 

need to be told. Those Germans who went to ground were 

called “U-Boats” and by chance, both Marie and my aunt 

Steffi worked as slave labourers for a time in the Siemens 

Factory in Berlin and took some revenge by sabotaging the 

equipment they were making.  

Perhaps the most important message of the book is that 

there were Germans who took great risks to protect Jews. 

What courage they showed, because discovery would mean 

death.  

So where was God? How could innocent people suffer like 

this? If humans were made in God’s image and God is good, 

how can we inflict such pain on each other? 

In Melbourne last Sunday, the Hamer Hall hosted 

Shostakovich’s Babi Yar symphony in memory of the 

110,000 who perished near Kiev. We remember them.  

Here in Canberra, last Sunday, we hosted a Christian Jewish 

Dialogue event that centred around the presentation of that 

exquisite musical piece “Suffer the Innocents” by Kiko 

Arguello. Those privileged to be present were treated to the 

most moving tribute to the innocents who suffered so 

much. We remember them.  

However, remembering is not enough. Marie and Steffi 

provide for us exemplars of the will to survive and live 

again. Both young women could not have survived without 

the kindness of both friends and strangers. It was the 

actions of ordinary people that helped them live through 

those horrendous times, all of them caught in the evil and 

madness of insane political machinations. Nothing much 

has changed in this world. We see evil all around us. Just 

turn on the television. We have come close to nuclear 

devastation on several occasions.  

We cannot just hide away and hope that evil will not come 

to our shores. It is individual and considered and collective 

action that will make the difference in our world. We are 

gifted with the power to learn from our mistakes and 

misdeeds.  

Anti-Semitism is once again a growing problem in our 

country and throughout the world. Our own Communal 

Security Group and the Executive Council of Australian 

Jewry (the ECAJ) monitors this form of racial hatred and 

compiles an annual report, which is widely distributed. We 

must stand strong and call out anti-Semitism whenever and 

wherever it occurs.  

Here in Canberra, our own ACT Jewish Community has 

representation on the ECAJ. Our own President is 

automatically a Vice President on the ECAJ, a body that plays 

a critical role in representing the collective Jewish Australian 

voice in the nation’s capital.  

We have formed the ACT Zionist Council and two weekends 

ago we hosted the first Zionist Federation of Australia 

Plenary in Canberra, the nation’s capital. The ZFA has made 

a strong stand to support the right of all Jews, all those who 

identify as being Jewish, to have an equality of rights in 

Israel. Progressives are very much included.  

There is an emerging consensus within Australian Jewry that 

is both inclusive and pluralistic. We can divide according to 

political parties, religious affiliations, tribes, clans, left or 

right, believers, non-believers. We must also find common 

ground and common cause to be able to speak with one 

voice on matters that threaten our security, freedom and 

happiness. And to do this, we must be able to communicate 

openly with each other. Although we all see the world 

through our own filters, our own perspectives and our own 

needs, it is also possible for us to learn to see the world 

through the eyes of others.  

Our final response to the Holocaust will be complex and a 

long time in coming. For now, let us acknowledge and give 

thanks to the brave kindnesses of those how helped Jews 

during the dark times. Let us remember those that have 

perished. Let us try to learn new ways to help prevent a 

recurrence.  

The passage that I have chosen for this week’s parsha is 

indeed prophetic. The meaning of the words that we were 

created in the image of God is interpreted to mean that God 

gave us the power to shape our future through the 

collective decisions we make today. We have the power to 

create our own futures. More than that, the passage also 

states that we now have the power to shape all life on 

Earth. Whether we like that or not, that is indeed an 

awesome responsibility and one that we cannot hide from 

or run away from. I wonder how those simple words written 

in the bible in Genesis so long ago can have such meaning 

and power now. These simple words are even more 

relevant today than they were divined so many years ago. 

For this agnostic and atheist, believer and questioner, these 

words in Genesis surely send shivers down my spine.  
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Jeremy Corbyn:  
the British Labour Party and its 
approach to Zionism  
 

Howard Jacobson, Simon Sebag Montefiore and Simon Schama wrote to The Times of 
London on November 6, 2017.  

Sir,  

In this centenary year of the Balfour Declaration we are troubled by the tone and direction of 

debate about Israel and Zionism within the Labour Party. 

We are alarmed that during the past few years, constructive criticism of Israeli governments has 

morphed into something closer to antisemitism under the cloak of so-called anti-Zionism. We do 

not object to fair criticism of Israel governments, but this has grown to be indistinguishable from a 

demonisation of Zionism itself — the right of the Jewish people to a homeland, and the very 

existence of a Jewish state. Although anti-Zionists claim innocence of any antisemitic intent, anti-

Zionism frequently borrows the libels of classical Jew-hating. Accusations of international Jewish 

conspiracy and control of the media have resurfaced to support false equations of Zionism with 

colonialism and imperialism, and the promotion of vicious, fictitious parallels with genocide and 

Nazism. How, in such instances, is anti-Zionism distinguishable from antisemitism? 

Such themes and language have become widespread in Jeremy Corbyn’s Labour Party. So far the 

Labour leadership’s reaction has been derisory. It is not enough to denounce all racisms in general 

when this specific strain rages unchecked. 

Zionism — the longing of a dispersed people to return home — has been a constant, cherished part 

of Jewish life since AD70. In its modern form Zionism was a response to the centuries of 

persecution, expulsions and mass murder in Christian and Muslim worlds that continued from the 

Middle Ages to the mid-20th century. Its revival was an assertion of the right to exist in the face of 

cruelty unique in history. 

We do not forget nor deny that the Palestinian people have an equally legitimate, ancient history 

and culture in Palestine nor that they have suffered wrongs that must be healed. We hope that a 

Palestinian state will exist peacefully alongside Israel. We do not attempt to minimalise their 

suffering nor the part played by the creation of the state of Israel. Yet justice for one nation does 

not make justice for the other inherently wicked. Zionism is the right of the Jewish people to self-

determination. We believe that anti-Zionism, with its antisemitic characteristics, has no place in a 

civil society. 

 
Howard Jacobson 
Simon Sebag Montefiore 
Simon Schama  

1 https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/the-labour-party-and-its-approach-to-zionism-cpx2xnkdm  

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/the-labour-party-and-its-approach-to-zionism-cpx2xnkdm
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A View from the Saddle: 
The Beer Sheva Charge Re-enactment  
31 October 2017 
 

TIM O’NEILL 

3:00am was an early start: getting into full WW1 Light Horse 

uniform; on the bus from Be’ir Sheva to join our horses; 

saddling up in the dark; forming up two abreast to walk the 

14km into town; the horses slipping on the bitumen, but 

none falling. Before 8:00am there wasn’t much traffic. The 

sound of 100 horses’ hooves echoing back from the tall 

buildings of this now modern town. This was our big day!  

Exactly 100 years ago, 600 Light Horsemen travelled this 

same route at a very different pace. They were charging at a 

mad gallop straight at the Ottoman guns defending this 

town that had guarded the southern approach to Palestine 

for 400 years of Turkish rule.  

All day the mounted troopers had waited impatiently for this 

moment. 

By 4.00pm the sun was going down quickly and their horses 

were desperately thirsty. General Cheval held his nerve. At 

4.30am he gave the command to “Charge”. This was to be 

“do or die”. Thuirty-one of them fell in that half hour before 

dark. The Ottomon big guns could not find range quickly 

enough as the horses covered the last 4km and dust helped 

obscure the view. The German officers expecting the riders 

to stop and fight like infantry, held their rifle fire till they 

could gain a stationary target. But the horses didn’t stop. 

They jumped the trenches. Some turned around to use 

bayonets from behind the enemy lines while others rode on 

into the town and seized the switches poised to blow up the 

wells of precious water. In this desert area water means 

everything. Abraham named it “Place of seven wells” 4000 

years before. 

From Eshkol Park we had followed in the steps of General 

Cheval and the Light Horse, for the last four days riding 

along the Wadi from Gaza south west to Asluj before turning 

ABOVE: Israelis welcome members of the Australian Light Horse association as they ride their horses in Beer-Sheva  
on October 31, 2017. Source Online: Tomer Appelbaum. www.haaretz.com 
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north along the Anzac Trail toward Beer Sheva. Our horses 

had come from trail riding firms in Galilee. We met them the 

afternoon before our first ride. Our predecessors had 

brought their horses from Australia and trained them for 

months in the Egyptian desert. Strong trust and a rugged 

respect had been forged between man and beast. We hoped 

our mounts would be okay.  

We camped in our one-man tents or a Bedouin camp. Each 

day’s ride brought new desert vistas and crowds of 

onlookers where busy highways crossed our route. On day 

two, my horse trotted for 19 of the 20 kilometres. It wouldn’t 

walk. I began to doubt that I could trust it in a mass “charge” 

at a canter. 

On 30th October, 1917 the Light Horse had left Asluj at 

midnight to be ready for action to the east of Beer Sheva. As 

the next day dawned the horses were scattered behind the 

low hills 10km to the south, to avoid being noticed. Surprise 

was everything. There had been a number of feints to fool 

the Turks into thinking that Gaza would be the focus of 

attack. No one expected an attack on Beer Sheva from the 

desert in the east. There was no razor wire there and the 

trenches were few. 

On the 31st, the New Zealand Mounted Rifles were to attack 

Tel Sheva, 6 km to the east of the town. This Ancient city of 

Abraham had a commanding view of the plain to the south 

and east and was bristling with machine guns. It was not 

until 3:00pm that the Tel was silenced, clearing the way for 

the charge. To the South West, British Artillery would add to 

the tormenting sound of war.  

The ‘charge’ took only half an hour and 400yrs of Ottoman 

rule were over. 

We tied up our horses in a compound near the town centre 

and walked to the Commonwealth War Grave ceremonial 

site. Power poles boasted Australian and Israeli flags and 

“100 years of Anzac” banners. Speeches from the Israeli, 

Australian, and New Zealand Prime Ministers focused our 

minds on the present relationship between our countries 

that had begun 100 years ago. As an Australian I felt so 

proud that we had kept our side of the bargain over all these 

years, especially in 2016 when we were the only country in 

the world continuing to support Israel. 

While we exited the site, the PMs opened the new Anzac 

Museum adjacent to the Cemetery. 

Then it happened – the unforgettable moment of our tour. 

As we paraded through the old part of the town, our “desert 

column” was flanked by thousands of cheering, flag waving 

Israelis and Australasians shouting “Shalom!” “Welcome!” 

“Thank you!” They were 6–10 deep either side of the road for 

6km. I found an Israeli flag and waved back my “Shalom”.   

We had heard the speeches, we had laid our remembrance 

wreaths, we had travelled throughout the land visiting Light 

Horse battle sites for the past 10 days, but now we were 

“with the people”. 

This was what our tour was all about. This was why we were 

here. It was about two communities linking arms in a mass 

gesture of solidarity and support. Unforgettable! 
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As the crowds thinned out behind us we gradually turned 

our minds to our “Charge” re-enactment that afternoon. We 

would be in two lines, 50 horses abreast in a dusty field. No 

grass. For 800m we were to bear down on a scaffold 3000 

seat stadium behind a VIP dais. 

The afternoon before we had tried it at a walk and then at a 

trot. Suddenly we were in mayhem. Horses trotting, others 

cantering. No semblance of ordered lines. Horses going this 

way and that. 

It was only then that we realised that we were attempting 

the impossible. Our forebears didn’t do that, they just 

charged. Little “formation” lasted.  

Hastily our leaders settled for an “ordered walk” in two 

lines, followed by a second round in which 20 riders carried 

our flags and pennants at a canter to the dais while the rest 

of us looked on. 

We were a bit disappointed. But not our audience! 

From the grandstand the horses approaching over 800m 

were in line and raised a great cloud of dust! It did not 

matter if they were walking and not galloping from front on. 

It was like a movie in “slow mo”. Had we cantered it would 

have been all over in a few minutes. We achieved the drama 

that movie makers would have planned to show their 

audiences, by multiple cameras and photo shopping to 

draw it out and increase the tension. The crowd on the 

stadium went ballistic with cheers as we pulled up in 

formation on the white line in the sand!  It was “a moment 

of joy for all”. 

“Our PM’s behaved like excited little kids”, observed an 

official, while they waited for the surprise of the final “20 at 

a canter” with the drama of horses hoofs, dust and national 

flags.   

As darkness fell on our mob around our BBQ that evening 

under the desert stars, our 13-piece military band 

entertained us for the last time. They evoked memories of 

their playing at all our ceremonies: Jaffa, Haifa, Semakh, 

David’s Citadel and wherever we went over the previous 

two weeks as we had followed the Anzac Trail through the 

land. We thanked our supporters and all those who had 

worked so hard to make this tour happen as we honoured 

“Our Light Horse Desert Column” of 100 years ago. 

I can still hear the sound of the band’s leading trumpeter 

mimicking a whinnying horse, amidst the ancient walls at 

our concert in David’s Citadel in Jerusalem. “I’m sure I could 

hear a horse” echoed our MC and tour leader Barry Rogers. 

The tour had brought together modern Israel, and the 

events and the methodologies of 100 years ago, with a deep 

friendship between our countries amidst the stones of 4000 

years of history that is Israel today. 

PHOTO: Anzac Cavalry charge at Beer Sheva 31 October 2017. Source: YouTube  
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T 
he Orthodox Jewish world is even more 
fragmented than you think. That’s the key 
takeaway from a study published Thursday 

of Modern Orthodox Jews in the U.S., a group that 
adheres to traditional Jewish law while engaging 
with the secular world.  

Some of them think women should be rabbis and others 

think they shouldn’t be synagogue presidents. Some say God 

controls their day-to-day lives, while others doubt God wrote 

the Torah. 

Some oppose West Bank settlements, others the two-state 

solution. And they’re about evenly split between Republicans 

and Democrats.  

Although Nishma Research, the Jewish polling firm that 

conducted the survey, did not provide an explicit definition 

of Modern Orthodoxy, the term tends to indicate Orthodox 

Jews who attempt to synthesize Orthodox observance with 

modernity, and more often than not have connections with 

Yeshiva University and its related institutions. Respondents 

were reached through synagogues “primarily” associated 

with the Rabbinical Council of America, the largest Modern 

Orthodox rabbinic organization. 

(Haredi Orthodox Jews, who tend to be more insular and 

less likely to engage in secular education or culture, were 

excluded from the survey. The survey, citing a 2013 Pew 

Research Center study, THE JEWISH STANDARD | 

jewishstandard.timesofisrael.com says that among the 

country’s 500,000 Orthodox Jews, 220,000 identify as 

“Modern” in one way or another.)  

Nishma conducted the survey of nearly 4,000 Modern 

Orthodox Jews in June. It divided the respondents into five 

sub-groups according to the respondents’ self-definition, 

from left to right: Open Orthodox (12 percent), Liberal 

Modern Orthodox (22), (just plain) Modern Orthodox (41), 

Centrist Orthodox (14) and Right-Centrist Orthodox (11). The 

survey has a 1.7 percent margin of error.  

Despite the differences among Modern Orthodox Jews, 

there are some points of commonality: The vast majority 

believe in God, send their kids to Jewish day schools and 

make incomes well above the national average.  

Here are five key takeaways from the survey.  

1.  MORE THAN 90 PERCENT KEEP KOSHER 
AND SHABBAT 

Unsurprisingly, Modern Orthodox Jews observe Jewish ritual 

at high rates. More than 90 percent observe the sometimes 

Byzantine rules of kosher and Shabbat, with nearly two-

thirds saying they observe both strictly. Nearly three-

quarters of men put on tefillin all or most days, and four-

fifths of married couples observe the Jewish laws 

surrounding sexual relations and menstruation.  

Nearly all men, and most women, attend synagogue almost 

every Saturday morning. Moreover, the study found that 40 

percent of respondents became more observant over the 

past decade, while only 23 percent became less observant.  

Modern Orthodox Jews also have the traditionalist beliefs to 

match their practices. Ninety percent either believe fully or 

tend to believe that God created the world, and more than 

three-quarters believe God intervenes in everyday life. Large 

majorities also believe God authored the Torah and the 

Jewish Oral Law, an expansive set of rabbinic writings and 

dictates that includes the Talmud.  

But adherence to traditonalist beliefs and observance 

decline on the liberal side of the spectrum. Only 58 percent 

of Open Orthodox respondents believe God wrote the 

Torah, and less than half of Open Orthodox men regularly 

put on tefillin. And there’s a widening gulf between the left 

and right: The study found Open and Liberal Modern 

Orthodox Jews tended to become less observant over the 

past decade, while centrists and those on the right increased 

their observance.  

2.  THEY MAKE ALMOST THREE TIMES THE 
MEDIAN U.S. HOUSEHOLD INCOME  

Modern Orthodox Jews are affluent. The study found that 

the group had a median household income of $158,000, 

nearly triple the American median of $59,000 in 2016. The 

highest earning were the Open Orthodox at $185,000.  
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A large portion of the income is dedicated to day school 

tuition, which in some places can top $40,000 per child per 

year. The survey found that 83 percent of Modern Orthodox 

parents send their kids to Orthodox day school; 90 percent 

of respondents called the cost of tuition a “serious problem.” 

The group is also highly educated. More than 90 percent 

attained a bachelor’s degree, and more than 60 percent have 

a postgraduate or professional degree. And nearly one-fifth 

attended Yeshiva University, the flagship academic 

institution of Modern Orthodoxy.  

And while Orthodox Jews may have gotten a reputation 

recently for political conservatism — another study found a 

majority supports President Donald Trump — this study 

found that Modern Orthodox Jews are evenly split, 52-48, 

between Republican and Democrat. The vast majority of non

-Orthodox American Jews, by contrast, vote Democrat, and 

71 percent of all Jews voted for Hillary Clinton last year, while 

the Orthodox community leaned toward Trump.  

3.  MOST WANT AN EXPANDED ROLE FOR 
WOMEN IN THE CLERGY 

Perhaps no issue has roiled the Modern Orthodox world in 

recent years as much as the debate over whether women 

can serve as clergy. A liberal Modern Orthodox seminary, 

Yeshivat Maharat, began ordaining women in 2009, and five 

Orthodox synagogues have hired its graduates as clergy 

(nearly all eschew the title “rabbi” and are referred to by 

other designations). But there’s been a backlash: In February, 

the Orthodox Union issued a ruling barring women from 

holding a title such as “rabbi,” or even from serving without 

title in a role in which she would be performing “common” 

clergy functions such as ruling on legal matters, officiating at 

life-cycle events, delivering sermons from the pulpit during 

services, leading services and serving as a synagogue’s 

primary authority. The same ruling urged an expanded role 

for women as teachers and pastoral counselors, and as lay 

leaders and professionals.  

According to the survey, a majority of Modern Orthodox 

Jews, 53 percent, either fully or somewhat agree that women 

should have “expanded roles in the clergy.” More than one-

third either fully or somewhat support a woman holding a 

position with “rabbinic authority.” Sixty percent of Open 

Orthodox respondents strongly supported women clergy, 

while only 14 percent of the rest of the Modern Orthodox 

did.  

The traditionalist segment of the community believes in a 

much more limited public role for women. Only 29 percent 

of Right-Centrist Modern Orthodox Jews believe women 

should serve as synagogue presidents. Only 6 percent 

support an expanded clergy role for women, and only 4 

percent among the Centrist Orthodox and right-leaning 

Centrists support some type of title signifying a woman’s 

“rabbinic authority.”  

4.  MOST SUPPORT ADMITTING GAY 
SYNAGOGUE MEMBERS 

The survey did not ask about attitudes regarding same-sex 

marriage or other LGBT issues. But it did note growing 

acceptance of gay people in the Modern Orthodox world. 

Fifty-eight percent of respondents supported synagogues 

accepting gay people as members, with 12 percent opposed 

and the rest unsure.  

One-third of respondents said their attitudes toward 

sexuality have changed in recent years. An open-ended 

follow-up question found that a plurality cited increasing 

acceptance of gay people and “more openness in general.” 

5.  YOUNG MODERN ORTHODOX JEWS ARE 
LESS ATTACHED TO ISRAEL THAN THEIR 
ELDERS 

Modern Orthodox Jews form the core of the religious Zionist 

settlement movement in Israel, and their counterparts in the 

United States tend to have right-wing views on Israel. But the 

younger generation in the U.S. is less committed to the 

Jewish state, according to the survey.  

Overall, more than three-quarters of respondents strongly 

support a unified Jerusalem (presumably under Israeli 

control) and a majority strongly supports West Bank 

settlement building. Only 17 percent strongly support even 

considering a negotiated two-state solution, which under 

most models would entail a withdrawal from much of the 

West Bank. By contrast, the Pew study of American Jews 

found that only 17 percent overall feel settlements help 

Israel’s security, and 60 percent are optimistic about the 

chances for Israeli-Palestinian peace.  

But on the Modern Orthodox front, this study found that 

younger Modern Orthodox Jews are less attached to Israel 

than their parents. While 87 percent of those over 55 say 

their emotional connection to Israel is very important, the 

number drops to 65 percent for those aged 18 to 34. In the 

younger group, only 43 percent feel it’s important to be 

personally active in support of Israel.  
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The Burning Bush sculpture , which adorns the façade of the  
National Jewish Memorial Centre building, has been part of the 
Canberra visual landscape for over forty years. Its cultural and 
historic significance has been perpetuated by the Canberra 
Jewish Community through extensive use of the Burning Bush 
graphic.   

For more information on the sculpture, please visit the home 
page of our website or click here. 

https://www.actjc.org.au/burningbush

